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- The Farm and Home Paper of the Ken-Tenn Territory
Jack Peeler, bulldozer operaFulton, Fulton County Kentucky, Friday, June 30, 1950
tor, of Dresden, had a rather dis- Volume Nineteen
12 Pages
Number Twenty-Six
quieting run-in with a big snake
his
one day recently. Jack and
son were doing some work with
bottom, and
their,,dozer in a
turned uji a big black snake. Jack
dismounted the dozer and tossed
a soft,clod of dirt at the viper,
striking it, but this only infuriated Mr. Snake, who, in turn, reversed his direction and took.out
Jack Thorpe, a popular member to the Fulton Hospital in a WhitWASHINGTON, June 28-President Truman said today the
Fulton County, tlong with most Hickman counties also showed
immediately of the 1950 graduating class of nel Ambulance where" Doctors
after Peeler, who
"only
reason" he ordered U. S. air and sea forces to stop the
of population losses it was announother counties in the State
machine.
When
onto
his
climbed
Bushart took
Fulton High School, and an em- Ward and Glynn
Kentucky showed loss, in Uncle ced late Tuesday by the Census
Communist invasion of South Korea was "the hope that we
Peeler looked back again, the ployee of the Fulton Ice Com- immediate
x-rays to determine
Sam's 1950 nose counting opera- Bureau after a final tabulation of
snake was also mounting his ma- pany was painfully injured
on the extent of his injuries.
would finally arrive at peace." .
counties of the
tion, Mrs. Hattie M. Garvey, figures for six
chine, climbing the tracks of the Thursday morning when he fell
Jack was sitting near the front
"We face a serious situation," Mr. Truman told the 24th
Census area supervisor announ- Jackson Purchasemachine, went right on up into from the trailer of a truck driv- of the trailer. Riding on the trailCalloway-The only other PurNational Convention of the Reserve Officers Association of the. ced today. The City of Fulton
-the floorboards - and Jack went ing down Fourtci Street. .Thorpe, er with him was Dan Collins and
showed a decrease too, from its chase county in which counting
on up as high as he could get, was sitting on the front end of Jerry Forrest, also employees of
United States.
1940 census. Final count for Ful- and tabulation are complete then started to climb the boon the trailer, coupled to a tractor the Fulton Ice Company. Driven
He said his own decision was reached "on the advice of all
ton County was 13,267; the city's showed a gain of 892.
of his machine, when his foot truck when the vehicle came to by Wayne Hendon the truck was
Leases by counties wereccant was 3,200. Had the uninthe brains we could muster." That decision to counter the Comslipped, and down he went, right a sudden'stop, throwing Thorpe hauling a small amount of lumber
Carlisle - 1,454; Marshall corporated areas such as Riceback into the seat of the Machine, beneath the rear wheels of the for the company. Herschel Critmunist advances In Asia with American-manned planes and
Country 3,206; Hickman - 1,345; Fultonvile, Highlands and
only a matter of two feet from tractor. One of the wheels ran tenden was sitting in the tractor
ships
put
squarely up to Rusisan leaders whether there is to be
Club Courts been included in the 1,786; Ballard - 940.
the fighting snake. With no other over his right leg causing • a cab with Hendon.
The bureau has not made a fiofficial city
count the fgiure
peace or World War III.
recourse, Jack departed from his splintered fracture six inches beThe semi-trailer • truck
was
would have beep nearly 4000, it nal check of figures in McCrackmachine pronto, going to a near- low the hip joint. He was rushed proceeding toward
down-town
en and Graves counties. Final
is believed.
by !arm house for a shotgun, but
Fulton when they came to sudWASHINGTON, June 28-Secretary of State Dean Acheson
Marshall, Ballard, Carlisle 'and totals tor the two counties are
when he returned to the battleden stop at the stop light -near
expected to be released by Thurstoday branded the North Korean attacks as the most cynical,
ground, the snake had taken over.
the Bus Station. The impact of
day-afternoon.
Jack knows not what species the
brutal, naked and unprovoked aggression that could ever occur.
the stop threw Jack from his poOnly four incorporated towns.
'snake was-but he does know it
sition on the trailer.
Acheson
said
at
a
news
conference
that
all
the
free
world
in
the six counties showed popurealiwas a "fighting" snake.
Mrs. Louis Weeks and Mrs. J. zes that the attack Is a test, if there ever was one, of whether the
lation gains since
1940 census.
Dry Lake District Boy Scouts, H. Maddox, who were parked in
They are Murray, Benton, Hazel,
The Sunday school class was privileged to attend the Second
Nations
United
will
survive.
He
counselled that this is the time
front of the Hickory Log SandBarlow, La Center and Clinton.
composed
of
two-year-olds. Jamboree at 'Valley Forge, Pa., wich
316 graduates and undergradufor very steady nerves and sober actions. Be said this is not a
shop were eye-witnesses to
Losing population were Kevil,
About twenty were present, and arrived at their destination WedUniversity Arlington,
ates at Washington
and said that -the
Bardwell, Fulton,
time for speculation, for stirring up difficulties, for imagining
the teacher was reviewing the nesday afternoon, it was reported the accident
who have been awarded prizes Hickman, Wickliffe and Columsudden stop caused young.Thorpe
past Sunday's lesson. She asked: here today. As of• Wednesday,
possibilities
that
are
remote.
It
is
a
time
for
very
great steadiand honors for academic excell- bus.
"Do any of you remember who Scouts from seven foreign coun- to be thrown from the vehicle.
ence during the school year is
ness.
show little
La Center could
Late Thursday afternoon atSt. Matthew was?" No answer.
tries had already arrived with a
Joseph Robert Davis, 305 Edd- concern over its gain. The town
"Well, does anyone remember troop composed of Scouts from taches at the hospital said that
ings Street, son of Mr. and Mrs. has one more resident than it had
who St. Mark was?" Still there Japan sent over by General Mc- Thorpe was resting well and that
RICHMOND, Va., Jime,28-A Korean editor who left his
J. D. Davis, who received &Mho- in 1940. Kevil's loss will not be
he had not received any internal
was no answer.
Arthur included in the arrivals. injuries.
more honors in the College of felt keenly, either. Population of
family behind in the Southern Korean capital of Seoul to visit
"Surely some of you remember
It was the first time the JapLiberal Arts.
the Ballard town is only eight
America said today he was confident his countrymen would drive
who Peter was?" The little faces anese flag has flown on United
The News joins the hundreds of
Announcement of the awards, under what it was eaecade ago.
were full of interest, but the room States mil since it
out Communist invaders with American aid. "Give us anununiwas taken' friends of this popular citizen
which are given by alumni, civic
Murray's
population jumped
remained quiet. •Finally a tiny down from the Japanese Embassy and football star in wishing him
and business organizations in the from 3,773 in 1940 to 6,011 in 1950.
thin and planes and we'll take care of ourselves," he said. Chong
voice came from the back
of hours after the attack on Pearl early recovery.
city,
was
made
this
week
by
ViceMurray annexed a large area in
Hark Lee, editor of a widely-circulated Korean magazine is one
the room. "I fink he was a wab- Harbor.
Belknap. 1946, however, and Murray State
Chancellor
Charles
bit!"
of four Far Easterners visiting Richmond on a tour of the United
Boys from the Dry Lake DilMany of the awards are in cash college students, not included in
trict who are attending this giand many are scholarships to the the 1940 Murray
States sponsored by the Information Educational Exchange.
total, .wereef
At the end of the last football gantic gathering of .youth at Val
university.
credited to the Calloway county
season, a reporter boarded the ley Forge include - Bailey Bin seat this year.
train carrying the Notre Dame ford, Richard Strong, Max McBy counties, here are the totals
team to the Southern Methodist Dade, Rice Owen, Gaylon VarThe Union City Daily Messehgreleased so far by`the Census Bugame. Thinking to.get a new slant -den, Charles Binford, Milton Ex- er was advised by Ralph L. Sicreau, with county population figon a story, he asked for the stud- um, Gerald Bushart, Larry Cav- ben of Chicago, general manager
in
ures compared with counts
ent manager. "I understand," he ender, Donald
Speight, Jimmy of the United Cities Utilities Co.,
1940, 1930 and 1920:
said, "that you carry a chaplain Rose, Bobbye Boaz, Tommy 'of Chicago, which owns and opCalloway
Johnny Price; baseball's out- asking "who owns those - One hundred and three busito pray for the team."
Brady, Alton
Barnes, Jimmy erates the
Tennessee Gas Co.,
population - 1959,
County
snakes?"
ness men of Fulton and resident
"Yes; that's right."
Barnes, Bradley
Emerson, Jr., that present plans of the company standing trick artist will appear
"Would you mind introducing Jere Pigue, and Don Wright, all are to turn natural gag into the before Fulton baseball fans on
in- of the Harmony Church area at- 19,933; 1940, 19,041; 1930, 17,662;
The ball players, acting
1920, 20,000.
ine to him?"
of Fulton; Lionel Wheeler, Bill Union City gas distribution sys- Monday, July 3, officials of the nocent, mumbled something that tended the dinner meeting of the Murray population - 1950, 6,611;
"Be sled to. Which ono do You Burnette, Gene
"Boudreau, 2-A."
local ball club aganunced today. sounded like
Gibbs, Jerre tem on July 17th, next.
Chamber
of
Commerce
held
at
1940, 3,773.
v,ant the offensive chaplain or Gibbs, Don Hogao, Charles Har..,I0 p. tn. prior To the conductor, a non-baseball the
"Work of Installing the $75,000 He wi1 appear st.11,
Harmony Church last Friday Hazel population -q950, 445;
the defensive?"
mond, Bondy Caldwell, Bobby tie-1n pipeline from the Texas to the Mayfield-Tullion
series. fan, Boudreau was just another
1940,
396.
night.
Cultra and Charles Cox of Union Gas Transmission line, over
in name. He ate out Lou's heart.
7 There will be no advance
County dwelling units - 1950,
Paul
Boyd,
president
of
the
When Boudreau
stormed out
Illinois Central Installs CRY; Jimmy White and Billy Fox miles last of the city, to the town prices.
6,487; 1940, 5,403. City of Murray
the group presided and James War- dwelling units- 1959, 1,821; 19411,
of Obion; G. B. Terrett and Char- border station at the east edge
Johnny once
fumbled in his of his compartment after
Dial Telephones Here
les King Davis of Hickman; John of the city on the Martin high- battered suitcase. Out came
a dressing down, he cornered Price ren, local attorney was principal 1,158.
and let him have it.
A dial telephone system has Rogers of Barlow; Fredy Giles way, and also of making exten- giant sling shot.
speaker. He spoke on Community
Calloway farms - 1950, 2,826;
been installed at the Illinois Cen- of Wickliffe and Tom Neville of sions and necessary connections
"You're through," he said. "Pm relationship. The meal was serv- 1940, 3,040.
"Once hit a fellow right betral Railroad system here. The Arlington.
in the city at a cost of some $35,- tWeen the eyes in the center field managing a big league ball club, ed by ladies of the church.
system, which went into effect
The next meeting of the civic
A day to day diary of the trip 000, is expected to be completed bleachers," he said. "They had not a traveling circus. Get back to
County population-1950, 8,540;
June '24 abolishes the position of will be sent to the News by Don by about July 3rd.
to settle a $50,000 suit. Now I aim Cleveland and let Veeck take care group will be held at the Coun- 1940, 9,480; 1930, 9,910; 1920, 12,telephone operator.
of you."
Johnny got back to try Club with ladies of the One 045.
Wright and Bailey Binford and
The tie-in pipeline is to be own- the ball over the stands.
The four regular operators af- will be published next week if it
and All Club serving the meal of
Wickliffe
population
1956,
ed by the Corporation of Union
"Bill Veeck wouldn't let
me Cleveland, donating the snakes to
fected by the change are - Mrs. arrives in time.
1,020; 1940, 1,039.
City which-will receive an annual use it in Boston during the '48 a•San Diego mo.-No more snakes. Boaz Chapel
Mae Brady with 33 years service,
Barlow population --- 1950, 654;
rental for it from the Tennessee Series. I told him I'd shoot over
Price, a-better than fair shortMrs. Grace Marlin with 28 years,
1940, 584.
Gas Co. The $35,000 contract on the left field fence. Nothing out stop in the minors, makes a good
Mrs. Gertrude Hundley with 26, PSC Suspends Phone
La Center population - 1950,
extensions and connections in the there but railroad tracks. He said penny clowning. Cleveland, actand Mrs. Rubye Harper with 24. Company's Rate Plan
592; 1940, 591.
city is that of the gas company. no, if there was one hobo rid- ing as a booking agent, pays him
The two extra operators are Kevil population - 1950, 201;
Construction ing by on top of a freight car, I'd a $10,000 basic salary. Last year
The Southern Bell Telephone 37, The Mid-States
Mrs. Evelyn Huffman and Mrs.
1940, 209.
he grossed $24,500 in 125 cities.
Company's proposed Co. has been doing the work on hit him."
Telegraph
Genevieve Shuck,
Fulton
Dr. Ward Bushart, prominent
The slingshot still is part of the After taking Out $3,000 for ex$2,691,000 a year rate increase both projects.
County population-1950, 13,act. But no more snakes. They penses, they gave him all the local physician was installed as
was formally suspended by the
pipe
on
the
Almost
all
of
the
Parents Advised T o
1930, 14,927;
rest.
the new president .of the Fulton 627; 1940, 15,413;
State Public Service Commisison connecting pipeline has been in- got out of hand.
Hangs Prom Trapeze
Rota;y Club at the regular meet- 1920, 15,197,
Give Children Shots
on June 27.
stalled and only minor connecJohnny was partial to sevenFulton population-1950, .3,220;
anybody do ing held on Tuesday.
You never saw
foot indigo snakes, Harmless but
Under Kentucky law, the com- tions remain to be made.
Parents of small children are
1940, 3,308.
tricks like Price. He hangs by his
Other officers installed were:
increase
into
slimy.
One
day
he
stuck
about
put
the
can
pany
urged to get the youngsters imHickman
population -- 1959,
legs from a trapeze behind horse
Paul Westpheling, vice presitwo foot of a snake through the
munized against diptheria, Miss effect on the scheduled date, July
fields. dent; Gordon Baird, secretary; 2,030; 1940, 2,268.
plate and
hits to all
bond.
,The
$900,000
hole
in
the
glass
window
of
a
posting
6,
by
Grace Cavender health nurse adCounty dwelling units -- 1950,
Catches fly balls down the back Arch, Huddleston, Jr., treasurer.
movie ticket booth.
vised today. A case of diptheria bond assures refunds if the comof his shirt, up his sleeves, in his The'Board of Directors is compot- 4,237; 1940, 4,205.
pany
loses
its
case.
"Does junior need a ticket?" pants -leg. Throws three balls to ed of: Clyde Williams, Jr., Ranhas been reported in the area,
Fulton dwelling units - 1950,
he -asked the girl. She screamed three different catchers at the dall Burcham, T. J. Kramer, Jr., 1,132; 1940, 1,045.
she said, and extra precautions
The commisison fixed the susJuly
6
should be taken.
pension for 120 days from
Hickman dwelling units -1950,
Training as loud as you would. The snake same time. Stands at the plate Clyde Hill, Dr. R. W. Bushart,
District
Purchase
The children should be taken in order to give time for hearings Meeting for homemaker federa- twisted and Jackie couldn't get and throws two balls-one to the Paul Westpheling and Arch Hud- 670; 1940, 679.
to the Health Center at
start
out.
Up
rushed
a
cep,
thinkAug. 8.
County farms - 1950, 1,045;
South set to
tion officers will be held in May- him
pitcher, the other to second base dleston, Jr I
Fulton School each Friday from
beginning at ing itxwas a stickup. Most em- -all in the same motion.
11th
field, July
president, 1940, 1,020.
Joe Davis, a past
IMPROVING
barrssing.
one to 2:30 p. m.
10:00 o'clock a. m.
As a climax he fields fly balls was installing officer.
Condition of Mrs. Fred Bennett, Fulton County will be represa
The officers and directors will Treas. Hannephin Take
Lou Boudreau, though, is the and grounders while driving
of Fulton Route One, who was ented by Mrs. Jack Stahr, District one who queered the snake rack- Jeep, backward or forward. Then meet at a dinner meeting Friday
Lady Golfers To Play
Positions Out Of Town
injured in a fall at her membership
Mrs. et. Johnny brought along half a he catches a ball shot out of a night et 7 p. m., at the Derby
chairman;
At Paxton Park Today seriously
improving at Wales Austin, County member- dozen pets, traveling with
home is reported
Dining Room to select committees
the gun.
Two prominent Fultonians are
Lady golfers of Paxton Park in the Fulton Hospital.
"Took me eight years to learn to plan next year's work.
leaving the city to make their
ship chairman; Mts. Clyde Cor- Cleveland club in the West in
There will be no meeting next future homes
Paducah will be hosts Friday at
elsewhere. Joe
The many friends of Mrs. Ben- um, reading chairman; Mrs. Bill spring training of 1947. It seems how to throw those three balls,"
the park for an intercity meet nett wish for her a speedy re- Holland, Publicity; Mrs. Charlie some women in the club car oh- he said. "Now I'm working on week, due to the Fourth of July Tress, A City council member
coming on Tuesday.
jected. The conductor charged in four."
: for lady golfers'Irolli Masifield, covery.
Lattus, Citizenship.
has turned in his resignation to
Fulton, Metropolis and Paducah
that body and
will
move to
Country Clubs. Lunch will be
Clarksville, Tenn., as manager of
served at noon by Paxton Park
the Clarksville Milling Company.
ladies.
Mrs. Trees and their two children
will join him in th- ',nal- future.
Many of the local lady golfers
will attend.
J. E.
Mr. and Mrs. Noel Barnes were the city Hannephin. - resident of
before Elizabeth Osgood. As I watched so far in advance that we had to
were given a "briefing"
By Mary-Nelle Wright
for nearl,, nri years ha,
James and Alfilling
plates
for
it
came
way.
wonwhen
their
ednIdn't
keep
from
brush
the
dust
off
on
them
I
thel
were
wasn't
they
night
Sunday
Last
UK REPORTS 3,246
accepted a ponitioe
manager
and Mrs. Jack
and
Mr.
dufton
for
Bobby's
the
agenda
itVelyn
ever
got
time
to
fill
up
on
their
dering
if
actually
Included
but
the
Christmas
before
night
SUMMER STUDENTS
of an appliance st,,- • ;1 Jackson.
Speight were keeping the food Tenn. Both
was a "get together" Jamboree outfit altered so that fle bag.
night before 66 Boy Scouts from Sunday
Mr. and tom RanneA total of 3,246 students
Up in the grandstand at May- rolling for that red headed fu- phin have
had the Four Rivers Council were to with their parents for one more it didn't swallow him as it did
been
-.-hve in all
field Leonora and Glynn Bushart, ture football star, Donald Mac phases of civic
National meal of Mother's cooking before at first.
registered for the University of leave for the Second
life
Maxwell McDade, while little sister Ophelia had a ine the city and
stories could be told by Ruby and
on
their
own
Many
they
.were
strictly
Forge,
Valley
Jamboree
at
Scout
fir.:y will be
Kentucky summer session at the
her face at the greatly
Pennsylvania for a two weeks in every sense. There is no need these Mothers and Dads of the Louise and sob Binford and the lonely look on
missed.
close of the regular registration
though it wasn't M tell how much time must have haps and hazards gone through Wrights dug into 'their picnic though of being left behind.
Even
stay.
The News wishes both families
period last week, it was reported Christmas, things were merry in- been spent in
Sidney Rose, success in
Mr. and Mrs.
preparing thote while making preparations the baskets with much enthusiasm to
their new endeavors.
lunches, because there was every- past two or three weeks for this be sure that Gerald, Max, Bailey, Frank and Jewel Brady and Emby Dr. Lee Sprowles, University deed.
Charles and Don were filled to ma Ruth Cavender were making EMPOLTEES
occasion.
There
thing
there
from
fried
chicken
to
long-looked-for
at
Fairgrounds
the
was
in
'
It
registrar. Late registrants were
ENTERTAINED
were times when we thought may- capacity. There is no doubt that three boys, Jimmy, Tommy and
that these boys had set watermelon.
expected to increase the present Mayfield
Larry happy with plenty of food.
vro-,11---14 °of the 'Fulton Pure
up a miniature village of tents ,Dotted sere and there over the be we were making a mistake- thew were.
figure by an additional 200 to and had been
Somehow we
missed seeing Milk eiomeerty were treated to a
Mrs. Johns, Mrs
Tripp and
drilled for two grandstand, families were gather- Pennsylvania was just too far off
300, he said. All summer school days on "how to do" and "how ing their crowd together like an to send our "little boys." (Eagle Mrs. Emerson were there to be Viola and Jerry Strong, but we fish fry at the home of Smith
will have qualms of worry as to Brown Wednesday night. Fortystudents are attending classes on not to do" when their destina- old hen with her chicks before Scouters and six footers please sure that their "big Scouts" had
whether or not. Ma* big husky one werf present.
a storm.
apology right here, plenty.
accept
our
reached.
was
tion
the Lealisgion campus only, the
Bertes and
Ramelle
Pigue, Dickie of theirs got plenty to eat.
Paul and
Evelyn Boaz were even though you will always be
Under such capable leaders as
College Ail Pharmacy at Louis- Elbert Johns, Nelson Tripp, Brad- there to see that their Bobby had just little boys to all of us.)
Grady and Laverne Varden, Nelle Dickie is "so • little" his mother
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ford and
his eons of Bowling Green, Ky., are
Exum, Norma and can stand exactly under
ville anti the Northern Extension ley Emerson of Fulton, Robert every thing his heart could deNevertheless, there is always and Milton
right
now.
chin
brought along that certain amount of worrying Vernon Owen were there with
the guests of her mother. Mrs. W.
Center at Covington belfig closed Harmon of Union City and others sire. They also
Aunt Leila and
Uncle
Wren to do. At our house the clothes their boys, Jere, Galen, Mitten • Some of us dropped in to do a M Hill and his parents, Mr and
until the opening of the Septem- from Mayfield, Murray and PaOwen
and Rice.
(Continued on re 6)
Mrs. Prentis Ford in Union City.
ducah these fortunate Scouts Coulter as well as Grandmother for the Jamboree were laid out
ber term.

Jack Thorpe Painfully Hurt
Quotes On
Population Shows Decrease
In Truck Accident Thursday The Korean Crisis Trend Is General In State

SCOUTS ARRIVE
AT VALLEY FORGE

JOE DAVIS IS
HONOR STUDENT

GAS IN UNION (ITV
'STARTS JULY 11TH
As A Diamond Comic .\
I
Johnny Price Is Priceless

C OF C DINNER IS
ATTENDED BY 103

BUSHART INSTALLED
AS ROTARY PREXY

PURCHASE TRAINING
MEETING JULY 11TH

On Their Honor To Do 1 heir Best At Valley Forge
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young like sympathy, like giving oneself
with enthusiasm to some worthy thing or
cause.—Anonymous.
FRIDAY, JUNE 30, 1950

Wanted: A Little Fear
A Veteran air line pilot who had broken
all records for safe flying was asked how he
did it. He replied that he had never taken off
without a little fear in his heart.
Fear is a distasteful word to most Americans. It connotes cowardice. Our forefathers
wilderness by being afraid.
did nqt win a
preserved our
Our fighting then have not
reluctance to take
freedoin by a craven
chances.
Yet the early settlers took no foolish
chances. They built stockades for protection,
and they kept their powder dry. Military
men speak of the calculated risk, which means
that the chance of success has been weighed
carefully against the danger of failure.
That is what the air line pilot means
His
when he confessed fear. Not timidity.
that
was intelligent fear—the knowledge
to
there are forces continuously at work
trap the unwary, that his experience and skill
might be tested and found wanting.
Such intelligent fear was the pilot's secret of safety. It made him foresighted, alert,
prudent. As a result, he never had an acci-

that have made us a great nation.
If we are to meet our responsibilities, we
need a civic renaissance in America. To accomplish this objective we need (1) to arouse
determination in the minds of citizens to exercise their right to vote and, (2) possibly
more important, we need to increase the
understanding of people of the consequences

tential leadership.
the
The fundamental philosophies of
Fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of
man constitute the most powerful forces for
human progress the world has ever known.
On the triumph of these philosophies rests
the hope of humanity.

The National Safety Council tells us that
the Fourth of July celebration is one of the
most dangerous single periods of the year.
The Council's exhortation to '"Be Alive on the
Fifth" is not just a slogan, because it is
statistically possible—even probable — that
hundreds of persons who begin this holiday
will not be alive on the fifth. They will be an
anonymous part of a short word —.toll —
which fits neatly into newspaper headlines
such as "Holiday Accident Toll Mounts."
So if you are driving this weekend and
:Jour patience is strained by, a slow-moxing
jam of. cars ahead, be a little afraid to pull
out of line and race into the unknown.
Take counsel with fear it you consume a
hearty picnic lunch and then are tempted to
swim alone, or to demonstrate your prowess
as a distance swimmer in college days long
gone.
The "dud" firecracker or skyrocket will
not suddenly blind or burn if a touch of fear
keeps you from rushing forward with match
in hand to relight a faulty fuse. Or better yet,
listen to fear which tells you to forego personal fireworks altogether, and to give your
kids a bigger thrill, at a jublic display.
These are the things Fourth of July accidents are made of — the recklessness, the
thoughtless chance-taking, the show off attitude, the impatience and discourtesy.
Fear — intelligent fear — of the consequences may give you pause — and save
your life. Courage is not foolhardiness,, and
a chance in a million is not the wise man's
odds.
Get a little scared on the Fourth — and
be alive on the fifth!
0— - —

Citizens, and Leaders
Our forefathers laid the foundation of our
democracy. They made the initial payment
on fri -tom, then handed it down to us. They
paid in terms of blood, hard work, and intelligent foresight. Freedom to worship, freedom
to express our thoughts, and freedom to 'work
and progress through earnest and able efforts
were the priceless possessions which they bequeathed to us. The installments have been
handed down from generation to generation.
Thoughtful and liberty-loving men and women today are 'called on for the maintenance
of this heritage.
'Ft.-re is a tendency toward socialism and
Communism throughout the world, a courge
which Atimately leads to the sacrifice of liberty and freedom in exchange for the illusion
of seer rity. The trend toward centralization
of authority in our Government should make
us conscious of the danger to those liberties

by tvkFsaiises

AJAX

REDUCING
SYSTEM

of their decisions on public issues.
Our responsibility lies in building homes
where good citizenship is an integral part of
everyday living and where youth are taught
to take their places as good citizens of this
country. The torch of civilization was not
passed on by accident; it has required the
combined efforts of parents, teachers, neighleaders. Much of our
bors, and spiritual
leadership for state, business, school and
church comes from our farm homes. The future of our communities, our States and the
world depends upon how we train this po-

acsoar
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BARGAIN PRICES
"Tell'Mr. Ajax that 'Before' is here!"

From The Files:

The Independence Bond drive is on. And
it means more than just another means of
tapping your pocketbooi.
They are
Savings Bonds benefit you.
truly an investment for your future. The simple dollars and cents of Savings Bonds are
not onlyger, but are very much more sure
than any attempt to buy a gold brick. They are
genuine "gold bricks" that will build a firm
and solid foundation in security for you.
Join the Bond-of-the-month plan where
you work. Or buy a Bond every month at your

(74.0.4:41 Back c7lie

bank:

Tidbits of Kentucky Folklore;
, WHERE IS SOUTH?
B. A. Botkm, who made such a hit with
his TREASURY OF AMERICAN FOLKLORE,
has recently added another volume to his
collection, A TREASURY OF SOUTHERN
FOLKLORE. I was impressed by the fact that
a great deal of Southern folk.%)was found in
Indiana.
Of
southern Ohio, Illinois, and
settled by people
course, these areas were
from the South, but you might imagine that
most of their distinctive folklore would long
ago have been swallowed up by the cosmopolitanism to be found in those states. I have
long known, however, that the line of deand
m.insation between southern Indiana
westi.,:n Kentucky is, in customs and traditions,- much less obvious that the physical
boundary line between the two states.
Some Southerner could run a column for
an indefinite time by remaining his Northern neighbors where many of their customs
came from. The courthouse square in southern parts of the three states I have mentioned
are certainly right from Virginia and its sister
states. Hot biscuits are not confined to the
Old South; even grits, a far-Southern food,
can be found outside its distinctive area. Virginia sugar-cured hams- are no more distinctiv& of yirginia than of many a place farther
north.
For several years my office has been just
across the hall from another professor who
are reared in southern Wisconsin. We often
exchange fuhny stories, particularly of the
traditional type. It was not too long after I
came to know him that I discovered that our
rearing had been almost identical, that we
heard the same illustrative yarns, that we
called forbidden things by the same names.
Finally I discovered that his section in Wisconsin had had as its first settlers a group of
people from Cave City, Kentucky. On the
other hand another professor of my college,
who was reared in southern Michigan in the
same latitude as the first one I mentioned, has
an entirely different vocabulary for words
that seldom get into a dignified dictionary.
Some of his words I have never heard elsewhere, but he assures me that he had never
heard any other. His people had come from
the East to Michigan, not from the South.
For years I have tried to pick out the
specific things that give a Southern flavor.
Thus far I am not ready to report much success. The South is a very big place, with about
as many types of customs and language as
could be dreamed of. Facile writers, who love
to find typical things, seem to think that all
Southerners are alike in speech and manners
There are a few things, usually not mentioned,
that make most of us south of Mason and
Dixon's Line somewhat alike, but, as I said
earlier in this essay, those very things also
show up in other areas as left-overs of a time
almost universal use of "you-all" is one of the
that might easily be called pre-Southern.

inis used to measure tourist
come, and it's done about as
scientifically as possible; under
yardstick, the citizens of
this
$228,000,000
Kentucky took in
last year from tourists.
Take that chunk of money in
rental of motel and hotel rooms,
in restaurants, gasoline and movie and other entertainment attractions out of the state income
and you've whacked out quite a
bit. There would be bankruptcies.
And, too, there wouia De a lot
of people scrimping along who
now wax fat.
, It is a fool, indeed, who kicks
in the teeth the goose who is laying golden eggs. It is a fool, indeed, who is discourteous to a
visitor—to a tourist.

COLORFUL POTTERY
CHINA SETS - - LAMPS

A Good Buy

dent.
This weekend millions of Americans will
set. out to commemorate the birth of this nation's independence. It would be well to approach the occasion with intelligent fear —
recognition of the extra hazards, determina, don to meet them with extra care.

STRICTLY BUSINESS

else. At least, we have it.
If every fillina-station attendemant, restaurant and hotel
and
attendant
ployee, motel
worker at Mammoth Cave, Pinnacle Mountain, Kentucky Lake
and all the rest will remember
that he is, in effect, an official
host for the Commonwealth —
that he is, actually an official
representative of Kentucky as a
legal entity—and all of us private
citizens, too—Well, if they'll just
remember
that, the inherent
courtesy of Kentuckians will take
care of the rest.
The tourist
industry is the
third largest in the State. Only
coal and agriculture are ahead
of it. Under the 'yardstick which

.COLEMAN'S SERVICE STATION

eioch

"Standard Oil Products"
East State Line

July 3, 1925:
In one. of the largest e.:11 cstat,
deals here recently, Clint Reeds
bought the opera house building
on Main Street from Hornbeak
Bros. The deal was made through
the "live-wire" real estate firm
of Moss gr. Bushart.
Among the 12 rules laid down
Kentucky
to
by the State .of
county tax commissioners, is the
following: "For the honor and
the
Glory of Kentucky, assess
tangible property, especially the
household and kitchen furniture."
A lovely party at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Carr on
2nd street, given by Misses Mary
Nell Carr, Mary Elizabeth Beadles and Beatrice Broome holored
Miss Elizabeth Scates of Union
City and Miss Jenny Wrenn of
Ripley. Bridge was played on the
lawn.
Mrs. Erat Fall
entertainea
with a garden fete in honor of
Mrs. Theodore flandford of Benton .. . MissesTsara Catron and
Martha Smith 'gave a
dinner
Thursday evening at their home
on Third Street . . . Mesdames
Abe Jolley, Edward
Heywood
and Miss Lula
Bradford entertained with bridge Friday afternoon . . . Mrs. George Creedle
and Mrs. Dick Wallace entertained at Bridge Tuesday. . . Mrs.
Charles K-armire entertained Friday morning in honor of
two
gue-ts in the city, Mis.s Virginia
Clark of Evansville and
Miss
Margaret Crockett of Detroit
. . . Misses Martha Smith and
Mayme Bennett entertained ‘trith
a picture party Tuesday; refreshments were served at Hornbeak's
after the show.
J. Kelly Wood and R. W. Lewis
have purchased the men's
department stock of the McDowell
Store on Walnut Street.
Wood
was manager and part-ottmer in
the Globe
DepartiBent
store,

Fulton

tvhile Lewis was formerly engaged in the grocery business.
Mike Fry, veteran shoe deal et. here, is preparing to open his
new store in the old opera house
building on Main Street. Mr. Bert
Newhouse, expert shoe salesman,
will be associated with him. The
ladies say they like to have Bert
Newhouse fit their shoes because
"they fit like the paper on the
wall without that pinchy feeling".
Miss Mary
Elisabeth House
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. J. J.
House of Fulton and -James B.
Riley .of Granberry, Texas were
married in St. Louis June 26th.
They will live in Mayfield.
July 4, 1930:
Mrs. Mack Roach suffered serious injuries at her home on Second Street, when, as she attempted to place a' mattress on the
banisters of her
second-story
porch, the rail gave way and she
plunged to the eround.
Brodie Irvin, 55, a former resident of near Cayce, was drowned
near Ridgeley, Term, Tuesday.
He was a horse fancier and the
owner of "Ham Patterson." a race
horse once famous in the Purchase.
The following Fulton students
are taking summer courses at
Murray State teachers' College:
Robert E. Bard, Helen Ballow,
Clevia Bard, Millie Bondurant,
Cecil Cruce, Jr., Ivora Cantrell.
Mary Donoho, Mrs. Jessie Fleming, Martha Dell Frost, Avanelle
Green, Elizabeth
Kelly,
Ella
Lowe, Frances
Maddox, Anna
Myrick, Mildred
Nall, Fannie
Nix, James Putnam, Jr., Mrs. J.
C. Sugg, Jr., Evelyn Bose Shaw,
Harry Lee.Brnith
Louise Self,
Fern Snow, Albert
Thacker,
Kathlt. Threlkeld, Helen Louise
Tyler,.Tannic E. Whipple, Mrs.
Hubert
Wilkins, Margaret L.
Wright, and Marian Wright.

sa.

Dick Oberlin:

64e4114,i'd Olcse44.1alia#a
If you're a reader of Time the morning and getting into the
Magazine, here's what you saw in best cabin courts by mid-afterthe first paragraph on National noon."
If ever a challenge was tossed
Affairs last week (if you don't
toulqst-seeking of the
read Time—maybe you don't like to the
it—well, here's what you miss- union, there it was. And, if any
state should think about meeting
ed)!
sticky, glass- the challenge, it's Kentucky.
Quote. "If the
Many of our prominent citizens
headed little men of Mars were
Earth with their big, are doing their utmost to
watching
acblue, magnifying eyes last week, complish that goal. And many of
they must have decided that the our newspapers are putting forth
nation was either being overrun a splendid effort, too, as are varby man-eating weevils, or that ious forward-thinking civic orsomething
else—the marijuana ganizations.
Just this past week-end, Dawhabit, the cumulative horrors of
television, or a vast atomic cata- son Springs was host to delegates
strophe—had addled the nerve- from a number of Western Kentucky towns, another of those incenters of the masses.
"Armies Of people were fleeing stitute-sort-of-affairs which are
the country, and the rest of the sponsored
jointly by the state
populace seemed to be scurrying ohamber of commerce and local
away from their homes like dis- business groups.
The idea is for the people who
turbed ants. The Americans were
simply engaged in history's big- attend to go back to their homegest vacation travel spree.
communities and tell other folks
"Sixty million U. S. citizens, there—who
couldn't get away
for
moved by no stronger stimuli
the main event—what transthan the slam of the schoolhouse pired. Let's trust they did. Bedoor, the rustle of a travel folder cause that principally, will be
and the feel of the hot summer how to make tourists happy and
sun—were going
somewhere, keep them that way so they'll
many of them half-way around want to come back.
the world, before the summer was
There would seem to be one
a very simple way to
over.
accomplish
"The main body of the tourist this end. Kentucky has a nationarmy was applying itself assidu- wide reputation for warm-heartously to seeing America first, hit- ed hospitality. Whether it is an
ting the highways in the cool of earned reputation is something

* Over-all LIJIMICARE lubrication—including
inspection of your Buick from radiator to rear end
* Examination of brake lining, front wheel bearing
* Inspection of tires, this cross-switching of wheels
to save you money on wear and mileage
* Headlight aim corrected
* Stop lights and other warning lights checked
* Engine tune-up — for snappier performance and
increased mileage economy
Bring your Buick in for this low-cost vacation checkover. And bring it soon, before the rush!

SEE YOUR NEAREST BUICK DEALER
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in the face by a horse. His condition is not thought to be serious
but painful.
Mrs. Will Edd Gossurn
and
children of Coldwater, Mich.,
visited Saturday with Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Gossum.
Mrs. L. B. Council of Hickman
- Odell Puckett
visited Friday with Mrs.
Carl
Pirtle. They shopped in Paducah
•
OdeU Puckett
family near Lynnville.
in the afternoon.
Hester Pirtle, accompanied by
Miss Odell Puckett spent SunMrs. Carl Cooley and children
and Mrs. Leon visited Sunday afternoon
his father, John Latta, returned day with Mr.
with
Detroit after Charlton and family.
to his home in
her daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Gilspending some time with Mr. and
last
bert
Walker
spent
and
family
Miss Sue Cooley
of LynnMrs. John Latta, relatives and week with her sister, Mr. and ville.
friends.
FulMrs. Edward Murphy of
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Brumley
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Puckett gham.
spent Sunday with their son, Mr.
shopped in Mayfield Tuesday afCongratulations Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. L. D. Brumley and son
ternoon.
Harold Puckett on the birth of of Martin.
Mrs. Vester Owen spent Fri- a baby girl born June 23 at the
Mrs. May
Young
returned
been home Sunday after spending the
day with his sister, Mrs. J. T. Fulton Hospital. She has
named Melanie Ann.
Robey.
past few weeks with
relatives
Puckett spent
Miss
Odell
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs. land friends in Detroit.
Thursday night with Mrs. Buster Elzo Foster
included: Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Byrn visited
Bradley and Jerry.
Mrs. Murrell Stephens and fam- Sunday afternoon with Mr. and
Mrs. Glenn. Puckett received ily, Mr. and Mrs. Mace B. Foster Mrs. Harold West and son, Ger'-'
afternoon that and family and Mrs. Lelia Bard. ald.
word Thursday
Hopkins
her father, Fred
of , Mrs. J. C. Cooley and boys are
Otha Cooley of Fulton spent
Fulgham, got some fmgers cutI spending some time with
her. the weekend with his daughterwhile
operating an electric mother, Mrs. Jocie McClanahan in-law, Mrs. Carl
off
Cooley and
saw.
children.
in Fulton.
Bomar
returned
Mrs. Etha
to
Miss Mildred Looney returned
Mr. and Mrs. Will Puckett, Mr.
her home in Detroit Wednesday and Mrs. Glenn Puckett attend- Saturday from Carbondale, Ill.,
after a visit with
her mother, ed the funeral of John Jackson accompanied by her sister, Mrs.
Mrs. M. E. Aydelotte, relatives at Pleasant Valley Sunday after- Marilyn Maxberry.
and friends.
wopn.
"'Mrs. G. S. French and Mr. and
Coleman Jackson was carried
Miss Jonnie Nell West return-. Mrs. Roy Wright of Martin were
to the Mayfield Hospital Thurs- el. to her home in Milan, Tenn., guests of Mr. and Mrs. Will Arday morning. We wish for him aturday after
the nett Saturday night.
spending
a speedy recovery.
Mrs. Ida
weft with Mr. and Mrs. Martha
Howard of Akron,
A. S. Richmond returned to E. Casey.
Ohio visited friends here
over
his home after an extended visit
Don't forget the American Le- the-weekend.
with his children in Detroit. He gion Auxiliary ice cream supper
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Arnett and
was accompanied home by
his Friday night, June 30 at the Le- daughter, Sandra, Mr. and Mrs.
daughter and granddaughter.
Will Arnett attended a reunion
gion Hall.
Mesdames M. E.
Aydelotte,
Miss Betty Lou Owen has re- in Farmington Sunday.
Lillyan Roper, Stella Marie cently
completed her schooling
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Helling and
Beadles, Etha
Bomar, Smith in Memphis and is visiting her son, Walter, of Memphis spent
Brown visited Monday afternoon parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Saturday with Mr. and Mrs. Hal
with Mrs. Will Puckett.
Owen.
Kizer and son, Hal, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Hal Kizer end
Mr. and Mrs. Bea Pewitt are
son, Hal, Jr., visited Sunday af- visiting her brother, Fred Benternoon with Mr. and Mrs. Joe nett of near Fulton. Mrs. Bennett DUKEDOM ROUTE 2
Beadles of Sedalia.
is in the Fulton Hospital horn inJoyce Taylor
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Mullins juries she received in. a fall last
Mrs. Addle and Miss Lila Mae
of Fulton spent Sunday afternoon week at her home.
Casey visited Mrs. Tremon Rickwith Mr. and Mrs. Mike Pitman.
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie.Thomas man Tuesday of last week.
Miss Hula Mae Cooley of Pa-- ..visited her sister, Mrs. Myrtle
Joyce Taylor was the Sunday
ducah spent the weekend with Hastings near
McConnell Sun- night supper
guest of Arthur
her mother, Mrs. Carl Cooley.
Lone Hicks.
day.
Mrs. Porter Stephens spent-- Mrs. Carl Cooley received word
Thursday visitors of Mr. and
last weekend with her sister,_ Mr. Sunday that her grandson, Jakkie Mrs. T. C.
House and
Mrs.
and Mrs.
Gilbert Walker and Walker, of Lynnville was kicked Blanche Gootch were: Mr. and
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Mils. J. E. Finley, Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence French and Jerry, Mr.
and Mrs. Boaz House and Mrs.
Gardner.
Mr. and Mrs. James Baker of

Memphis visited his ifiother, birs.
Quitman Casey and Mr. Casey
and family Sunday.
Mrs. Blanche Gootch of Franklin, Tenn., returned to her home
Saturday after a weeWs visit
with relatives here.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hainline,
Mrs. Marguarite Stephens
and
Gary were Sunday night guests
of Mr. and Mrs. J. J. McNatt.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Wray called
on Mr. and Mrs. T. C. House one
night last week.
.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Raines had
as Sunday guests, Mr. and Mrs.
Herman Walls.
Arthur Lone Hicks is visiting
Jackie Edwards of Mayfield at
this time.
Mrs. Harold Carr was hostess
to a surprise. birthday dinner
Sunday
given at her home in
honor of her sister, Mrs. Norman Crittendon of Mayfield. A
large number attended and wished for Mrs. Crittendon
many
more happy birthdays.
Martha Lou Casey was
the
weekend guest of Carolyn Work.
Mr. arid Mrs. J. P. Owen and
girls called
on Mr. and
Mrs.
James Lynch and Mr. and Mrs.
Rube Stanfield awhile Sunday
evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates visited in Mayfield' Sunday as
the
guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Willie
Yates and family.
Lee Olive
suffered a light
stroke Sunday and is now in the
Fulton Hospital.
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FOR THIRTY YEARS
QUALITY AND SERVICE
have been our first consideration; yet funerals as low as $99.50
are always a part of our service.

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
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The best ambulance service at any hour, day or night.
Air-conditioned chapel.
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KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL ASS'N.
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daughter of Detroit is spending.
a ,few days with Mr. and Mrs. A.
W. Fite.
Mrs. Willard Outland isimproving nicely after an operation..
She is now at home.
Michael McLittle Johnnie
Gough spent a few days last week
with grancIparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Guy Brown.

green tkffeta, haybodice and tiered
d
tier-tucked
I bertha with a full
Mr. and Mrs. Bedford‘Nunley
'war
a
skirt'. In her hair she wore
announces the engagement and
;
green
bandeau of lime
their
Interests
approaching marriage of
grosgrain ribbon, terminating in ;
daughter, May Ann, to
foster
daisies
1
and
side clusters of pink
James Russell, son of Mr. and
baby's breath. She carried a frilMrs. Leslie Russell of Springhill.
i
and
daises
ly nosegay of pink
CLIMB —t-- HOME NEWS
SOCIETY
The ceremony will be performbaby's breath looped with pink ll
Baptist
Springhill
ed at the
Elisabeth witty, Editor
satin streamers.
2:30
Church Sunday, July 2 at
Timm MI
UK STUDENTS ATTEND
were
the bride's attendants
p. m. with Rev. Orman Stegal of- CLASSES IN MEXICO
•
Misses Sidney Stone, Virginia
ficiating.
Stokes, Janet McNeill and PatSeven University of Kentucky
Miss Nancy. Barry Weds Billy James
ricia Pinkston. They wore gowns
SCIENCE
CHRISTIAN
are attending classes this
students
of pastel pink organza over pink
In Lovely: Ceremony Sunday, June 25th
the summer at a site 1,600 miles from
"God" is the subject of
taffeta, fashioned similiarly to
which will be the University's Lexington camLesson-Sermon
Sunday- afternoon at four- mere nerd.
the gown worn by the honor atScience pus. The seven, all enrolled in the
Christian
approached the tendant. Their
read in all
bandeaux were
thirty at the Pint
wh°
761.
churches throughout the world U. K. Department of Romance
Church! m.11icitoMo- Mrs Fismicy altar am the arm of her father, pink grosgrain and they carried
on Sunday, July 2, 1950.
Languages, are studying Spanish
nosegays of pink
Barry, only daisgliare of Etc awe nun reliantly bomb- in a gown blue frilled
The Golden Text is: "Exalt the at firsthand in the old Mexican
forget-me-nots and baby's
daises,
soslipper
white
the
beciar
aiimanering
at
Merry.
Kerry
Mrs.
Lord our God, and worship at his city of Puebla, 7 miles southeast
The _breath with trailing loopS of blue
rusepoint lace.
bride of Billy See James El= at tin aad
holy hill; for the Lord our God is of Mexico City. Under the direcJam The moulded lace bodice,-Marked by satin ribbons.
Mr and Mrs. K
holy." (Ps. 99:9).
tion of Dr. Alberta W. Server, U.
was best man.
James Grady
beautiful double xlic ceremmay logg, Sifted sleeves, was appliwhich K. faculty member, the students
Among the citations
w. Owed to a net yoke
buttond Grcomsmen were Messrs. liar
was read by the wouller,
comprise the Lesson-Sermon is attend regular classes during the
L. B. Cournal, as the pre:sate of deem the hack with multiple lace Grady, Jimmie Briggs of Humthe following from the Bible: wee]; and spend their weekends
the boldt, Donald White and Prather
Tetrtife'S OTTEEMTC1 buttons, extending
a large zezenditage
"For since the beginning oi the exploring the
historic region
- length of the lace peplum. This James,
and friends.
Emcee seek mecei presides world men have not heard, nor around Puebla. The session will
A progranr of . nuptial mimic- swim appliqued, in turn, onto the
Mrs. Bony chose a navy blue,
hath
neither
ear,
continue through August 12.
was provided by Mrs. Martnertte voluminous skirt which terminat- torclion trimmed model oi nub- aver die new WLW-NBC pro- perceived by the
;he eye seen, 0 God, beside thee,
played ed in a frill court train. Her veil by sheer for her daughter's -ed
Luten, organist, who
him
for
prepared
what he hath
was ding_. With it she wore a n
"Liebetraum," "Again"' arid "I of filmy French illusion
Like a Milikelaire‘w
"Live
'
gram
- ibe
;
Ast-s,
show aired that waiteth for him." (Isa. 64:4) UK DEAN OUTLINES
talent-test
daily
I
TEACIIERS' NEW ROLE
Love You Truly"- whlle the group caught to a coronet of lace mark- picture hat; navy accessories and .
enables
EST,
the
p.m.,
8:81
at
• assembled, followed- by the pro- ed wall side clusters of orange an orchid corsage.
la
week
each
winner
prise
graad
The nation's schoolteachers toEabengein and hicesoms. She carried a shower
cessional from
BEELERTON NEWS day
Mrs. James, mother of the !
are shouldering heavier burthe soft strains of--"0, Periect licsopeet of white orchids, baby's bridegroom, wore a dress of navy 'live like a millionaire" for g
dens of responsibility than at anS•
Mrs. IV. E. McMorries
Love"•ddring the OIL-eking at Ike breath and valley lilies looped blue sheer with a white straw
of
history
is other time in the
Miss Wanda Sue Rhodes
vows. Miss Charlotte Ann Coun- with nerrowy satin stephanotis. hat whose brim was draped with
Mr. American education, Dr. Frank
spending a few days with
Her amid of honor was Miss navy veiling. Her other accessorcil, eoleist, sang "'Sweetest story
Ever Told" mil 'Herzose*". The Pat Stahr. She was attractively ies were navy and she also wore Davis gave the devotional, "The and Mrs. Rupert Gardner and G. Dickey, dean of the University
of KentuckY College of EducaI incomparable Christ." Articles Betty Jean.
tradldonal
wedding marches attired in a gown of lime green an orchid at her shoulder.
teachers'
week told
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Gray visited tion, last
'from the Methodist Woman and
Mrs. B. Parham, maternal
Gardner leadership conference meeting on
Mr. and Mrs: George
by
given
were
Outlook
World
j
grandmother ,of the bride, wore
the U. K. campus. The school,
Sunday.
longer a place
a figured sheer of blue and white Mrs. L. P. Carney.
Mr. and Mrs. Gustie Rhodes._ he said, is no
cream
ice
hostesses
The
served
activities are
and a flower trimmed hat. Her
Mr. and Mrs. Winfred McMorries, where a child's
mere five or
corsage was of white carnations. • and cake. to the nineteen mem- Eugene
McMorries, Jewel B. supervised for a
Mrs. Will Barry, paternal • bers and one new member, Mrs. Rhodes, Nettie Lu Rhodes and six hours daily—more and more
Joyce Dean Boyd spent Sunday it is coming to be looked upon as
+ P. C.JONES a Now asurseisteel with us as a Foment) Director 'grandmother of the bride, chose Bobby Matthews.
a tailored
frock of blue with
a source of round-the-clock guidand Emballsoce.
Mrs. W. C. Hogg was hostess in Memphis.
which she wore a white straw Tuesday to Group C of the MethMiss Bettie Jo Vaughn is visit- ance, and its influence is being
hat with tailored blue and white ;odist WSCS groups at her home ing in Chicago for a while.
leisure-time as well as
felt in
+ Weliavereemaitnosed neer Chapel, fee the csieafert of the
trim. She wore a shoulder ar- on Fourth Street with Mrs. A. J.
Mrs. Kenneth
Gardner and classroom activities.
pablt
rangement of carnations.
!Lowe and Mrs. L. T. Towmey cowedding a re- ;hostesses.
Following the
ception was held at the
Barry
Mrs. Hattie Woods, chairman,
home for members of the wed-!opened the meeting and presided
ding party, relatives and a few :over the business session. The
close friends of the couple.
devotional was given by
Mrs.
TXLEFHOPUL '7
Following the reception the 3.3. Owen.
• Custom made t oyour size
bridal pair slipped away on
a
Cold drinks and cookies were
• PERMANENT; won't rust,
motor honeymoon of unannounAM11.11A DOTTY JUNE PROMOTION_____________ ced destination. For traveling the served during the social hour to
won't corrode.
118
members.
bride selected a navy linen sum• For any home or business
mer suit with which she wore
Installation; win d,o s
blue linen shoes and other access- I BAPTIST WMU
doors, porches, etc.
HAS
GENERAL
ories in white. The twin orchids
• ANY COLOR desired.
from her bridal boucriet she were MEET MONDAY
at her shoulder.
Twenty-seven members of the
Upon their return to Hickman WMU of the First Baptist Church
For Prompt Service Phone 502
51 Gauge — 15 Dewier
they will be at home in South- met
Monday
afternoon at 3
ern Heights.
o'clock at the church in regular
The bride who was graduated session.
1st Quality
from Hickman high school this
The meeting opened with the
Fulton, Ky.
Olive Street
year was
salutatorian of her singing of a hymn followed by
class.
prayer by Mrs. Allen Austin.
Mr. James, who attended ColMrs. Earle Taylor presided
umbia Military Academy, was'over the b
.measion. Mrs.
graduated from the local high I James Warren
the secretarschool with the class of 1949.„
ial and treasurer's report. Mrs. J.
BY AERA
C. Sugg reported that the quartMETHODIST WSCS
erly meeting at Poplar
Grove
GROUPS ENJOY
Recalir $1.541
July 18. Mrs. Taylor
appointed
REGULAR MEETINGS
the nominating committee to
Group A of the First Methodist elect new officers for the church
THIS PULL-SIZE, TOP QUALITY
Church enjoyed a pot luck lunch- year, which is October.
eon at the home of Mrs. E. E. The committee is Mrs. J. B.
Mount Monday with Mrs. A. W. Manley, Mrs. James
Meacham
McClellan and Mrs. A. G. Bald- and Mrs. Allen Austin. The circle
ridge co-hostesses.
voted to send $50 to the Kathleen
Sixteen
members
and five Mallory fund. Mrs. W. T. Hinkle
visitors, Mrs. Norman
Terry, had charge of the interesting propresident of the WSCS, Mrs. B. gram, the subject being, "Are
W. Scott of Memphis, Rev. and you on the Rock or on
the
ltV2
Sims I%
Mrs. C. E. Hawkins and
Mrs. Rocks?"
Erpt Cardwell were present.
W. E. Flippo dismissed
the
New Sammer Mulles
Mrs. Raymond Lynch gave the group in prayer.
devotional and
Mrs. Ernest
Jenkins was program leader. Mrs.
Jenkins was assisted by
Mrs.,
Ernest Cardwell and Mrs. Rube
.•
IT'S HERE
The business was held at
11 The Seniational New Invention
o'clock followed by the lunchSutherland's "MD" Truss
ix FULTON
eon.
No Belts — No Straps t— No
OPEN A Dorn. BUDGET ACCOUNTS...FP
Group B met Tuesday at the
Odors.
home of Mrs. R. A. Fowlkes on
Approved by Doctors — The
Central Avenue with Mrs. DudWorld's Most Comfortable
ley Meacham
and
Mrs. Sam
Truss.
Burke co-hostesses.
The chairman, Mrs. Fowlkes,
CITY DRUG CO.
presided over the short business
Fulton
408 Lake St.
session after which Mrs. Virgil
COME IN AND LISE OS CIEWE YOU A COMPUTE
I organza over
Friday, Juror 30, 1.11W--The Fulton News—Page 9 I ing a fitted
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TWO 11.0111Alff AIMOUNCEMENTS!

HOINIECK FUIBIAL HOME

METAL
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LIST
TO HELP
CELEBRATE

AWNINGS.

The
th

Friday & Saturday Only

SMALLMAN TIN SHOP

NYLONS

Special!

19

1950

RANGL

9

BEER
WINES
LIQUORS
GINS

RUPTURE

Before Toe bey," Range
DIEMOKSIStAT1OIN OF lin FAMOUS

Al LAST! IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

=PAW
Gillair

On The Neu:

CHRYSLERS
You will lire with your
stew range • keg tune
-I0 we suggest you
shop end compare_ See
the Tappan! There% w
wealth of cotrreuiescas
to make your kitchens
bo•rs easier mom najowhia. Firm
for its beauty, your mew Tappaa
will be the envy of pone braUsailia.

and

COM.IN4111PIIILMATION
—111r COME

IMIGES PRICED FROM

AIRLENE CPS ELIVIANY
OF FULTON
Box 37

Fulton, Ky.

Phone 960

PLYMOUTHS
Sec them on display today.
* * *
We are trading for clean used
ears. Let us make you an offer.

'20 DOWN

COLD BEER

$2.11 per wk.

Now Every Family
Full Price $189.9/
Can Enjoy the Big
Advantages of Electric Cooking!
Tottil never Rod a bigger, better buy
than this one!
a ollor you genuine 1950 Hotpoint Electric Range at a marketshattering price—payable on the easiest terms in town! All the joys of
cooking electrically can be yours, yet
your budget will hardly notice the
difference! Come in and judge for
yourself!
LOOK TO

BY THE

1

CASE

Sy Hie Makin of
America's Loading
Electric Ramses
• DEEPWEU. COOKER
• CALROCk* UNITS
• HI-SPEED BROILER
•1-PIECE STEEL BODY
•PORCILAIN PINISH

FOR THE FINEST

$3.00

FIRST I

KING MOTOR CO.,, Bennett Electric
111 Carr Street

Phone 201

••••••

Main Street
.1•00

•

1•11.

VALENTINE-WALLACE
NUPTIALS SAID ON
FRIDAY, JUNE,23

vows, Mrs. J. U. McKendree, organist, played a program of nuptial music including, "The Swan,"
In a lovely ceremony on Fri- "Ave Maria" and the traditional
wedding marches for the processday, June 23, Mi Charlotte Val- '
entine, daughter of C. M. Valen- ional and recessional. The vocaltine of this city and the late Ruth ' ist, Mrs. J. B. Manley, sang, "Because" and 'Through th( Years."
Jennie Valentine, became
the '
bride of Hareld Wallace, son of As the young couple knelt at the
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Wallace of altar Mrs. Manley sang "Dear
McConnell. The ceremony was . Lord, We Give our Youth to
performed at five o'clock in the , Thee."
afternoon at the First Baptist I The pre-fry young bride, who
entered alone, wore a
lovely
Church.
the
Rev. L. D. Ferrell, pastor, offi- gown of white organdy in
ballerina
length
and her accessciated in the presence of the imories
were
white. She carried a
mediate
families- and a few
nosegay of white carnations.
friends.
The
maid
of honor and only atThe altar was 'Kinked
with
greenery and white flowers and tendant, Miss Joan Ellis, wore a
similiarly to
formed a background of beauty dress, fashioned
that of the bride. Her debss was
for the wedding ceremony.
of pastel blue organdy of ballerPreceding
the exchange of ina length. She carried a nosegay of red roses.
Accurate....
Alvin Ferguson attended the
groom as best man.
WORKMANSHIP
Betty Jean Gordon niece
.... At Low Cost l pf Miss
the bride, wearing brchid dotWatches, Clocks and Time ted swiss, and Miss June Wallace,
Pieces of All Kinds Accurately sister of the groom, in yellow
Repaired at Low Cost by—
dotted
swiss, served as ushers.
Their corsages were of daisies.
ANDREWS
I Mrs. Wallace, the mother
of
Jewelry Company
I the groom, wore a black summer

ITHESE WOMEN!

By d'Alessio

,Seath, Miss Virginia Holman and
I Miss Winnie Bowlin were included in two tables. Miss Mary Anderson was high scorer for bridge
and Miss Winnie Bowlin won the
bridge bingo.
The hostess served a salad
plate late in the evening.
,Members playing were: Mrs.
Howard Strange, Miss Mary Anderson, Mrs. Eula Mulford, Miss
Tommie Nell Gates and Mrs. Gerald Rachel.

Homra, Mr. and Mrs. Morgan May Indepenedence ever be
Omar, Miss Ann Godfrey, Billy
A fact and not amyth;
Gore, Mr. and,pArs. Thomas Mahan, Mr. and Mrsjtanley Jones,
Dr. and Mrs. J. L. Jones, Jr., and So celebrate July the Fourth—
Dr. and Mrs. J. A. Poe.
But' here on the Fifth:

CLUB MEMBERS
AND GUESTS ENJOY
STEAK FRY TMURSDAY
Members, husbands, and dates
of the "Thursday
Night Bridge
Club enjoyed a delightful steak
fry at the Fulton Country Club
Thursday night.
Those attending included: Mr.
and Mrs. Clyde Williams, Jr., Mr.
and Mrs. Clyde Hill, Mr. and Mrs.
Parks Weeks, Mr. and Mrs. Vyron Mitchell, Mr. and Mrs. Fred

crepe with black and white accessories. She wore a corsage of
daisies. •
'Immediately
following
the
eremony,*the young couple left
wedding
a
trip after
short
for
which they will make their home
t McConnell. For traveling the
bride wore a navy blue nylon
dress, with white embroidery
trim and white accessories. Her
corsage was of white carnations.

Over the 4th
celebrate with Coke
and good food.
A picnic's fun!

Repairing

MRS. HOLLOWAY
COMPLIMENTS
BRIDGE CLUB

The inembers of the
Thursday Night bridge Club were entertained with a dinner party at
the Derby Cafe given by Mrs.
Wilburn Holloway.
On visitor, Mrs. W. T. Browning was included in the two tables. Mrs. Williara Blackstone was
high scorer
and Mrs. Horton
Baird second.
GUESTS ENTERTAINED
Members playing were: MesWITH LUNCIIEON AT
dames Maxwell McDade, Howard
DERBY CAFE FRIDAY
Edwards, Homer Wilson, Horton "
I
The Derby Cafe was the scene Baird, Russ Anderson, William
of a lovely luncheon Friday after- Blackstone and
noon at one o'clock given by Mrs.
Guy Gingles and Mrs. Abe Jolley. MRS. SAMS
Gift bouquets
were
placed HOSTESS TO
about the room and each of the BRIDGE CLUB
tables was centered with a roseMrs. Ardell Sams entertained I
bud.
A delicious three course lunch- her bridge club Thursday- night I
eon was served after which the' at her home on Central Avenue.
Mrs. Eunice
guests played bridge during the I Three visitors,
afternoon. Mrs. Louis Weaks was
high scorer for the
afternoon.
Mrs. A. G. Baldridge was the winner of bridge .bingo and Mrs. C.
D. Edwards was low.
During the afternoon the hostesses served Coca-Colas.
The guest list included: Mrs.
G. G. Bard, Mrs. T. M. Franklin,
Mrs: J. E. Fall, Sr., Mrs. J. D.
Davis, Mrs. C. D. Edwards, Mrs.
B. B. Henderson, Mrs. Louis
Weeks, Mrs. Leon Borwder, Mrs.
Ethel Freeman, Mrs. Clanton
Meacham, Mrs. L. 0. Bradford,
Mrs. Clint Reeds, Mrs. A.
G.
Baldridge, Mrs. B. 0. Copeland,
Mrs. R. H. White, Mrs. R. C. Joyner, Mrs. L. A. Clifton, Mrs. Joe
Bennett, Jr., Mrs. R. A. Fowikes,
Mrs. Arch Huddieston, Jr. and
Mrs. J. H. Maddox.

;

For bospitality...

RADIO

"Yoo, hoc), Mr. Remington, could you run your lawn mower
over my lawn too and save yourself the trouble of lending
it to me?"

•

0141/X1 FOR /950
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If your "FM"-set isn't work
ing right, I can fix it for you
now.
• * •
I have a complete line of batteries for portable sets. Get
your new ones in time for that
fishing trip, picnic baseball
broadcast or weekend trip.
FREE pick-up and delivery
anywhere in the Immediate
Fulton vicinity.

Hospitality Fair
at your food store
JUNE 1 to JULY 5

"HAM'S"

6 Bottle Carton 25,=

RADIO CENTER

Plus D•posit
BOTTLED UNDER AUTNONTY OF THE COCA COLA COMPAUY BY
FULTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO., INC.

M. E. (Ham) Ethridge
Phone 455
Fulton

RD 1950, The Coca-Cola Carmen,

FORD'S THE CAR THAT'S

innJq Amarlog Hof!

30975
All-aluminum shelves
New split shelf
Adjustable sliding shelf
All-porcelain Multi-Purpose
Tray
• Exclusive Cluickube Trays
• Famous Meter-Miser
mechanism

•
•
•
•

Wherever you live—whatever the size of your family, kitchen or
budget—be sure to see the new Frigidaire Refrigerators for 1950.
reasons
See the complete line of sizes from 4 to 17 cu. ft.—see all the
why your No. 1 choice is America's No. 1 Refrigerator, FRIGIDAIREI
na...
us.

Come In! Get the facts about all
the new Frigidaire models for 1950!

GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY
Walnut Street

The highest in the entire industry!65.7% more miles in
1949 than in 1998 according to official new car registrations. Proof that Ford's winning America's heart!

MRS. FOWLIEES
ENTERTAINS
BRIDGE CLUB

9 cu.h.Dslux•Mocisii show*

• Full-Width Freezer Chest
• New Ice-Blue interior trim
-41 door
• New
• New Super-Storage design
• New all-porcelain, twin,
Omit-up Hydrators
• New Chill Drawer
• Sliding Basket-Drawer for
eggs, small items

with greater sales gain than any other car!

Fulton

The home of Mrs. R. A. Fowlkes
was the scene of a
delightful
party Thursday afternoon complimenting the members of her
bridge club and eight visitors.
Card tables were.arranged in
the living room with attractive
summer bouquets placed at vantage points.
Ms. Mel SItrions won high
score prize for the members, Mrs.
Robert Graham was second, Mrs.
R. C. Joyner was high for the
visitors and Mrs. J. T. Fowlkes
was low.
At the conclusion of the games
the hostess served a lovely ice
course to the hollowing:
Mesdames B. 0. Copeland, Don Hill,
Felix Gossum, Sr., A. B. Roberts,
Mel Simons Rupert Stilley, C. L.
Maddox, N. T. Morse and Robert
Graham, all
members' of the
club, and 'Mesdames Frank
Brady, Virgil Davis, Dudley
Mea6ham, R. C. Joyner, L. A.
Clifton, J. T. Fowlkes and
Mac
Burrow.

It's a SktOkait for econonsyl
The smart buyer's choice—economical from the word go. And
here's certified proof of Ford's-great gas economy: In the recent
751-mile Mobilgas Grand Canyon Economy Run, supervised by
the American Automobile Association, • Ford Six with Overdrives won the economy championship of its class—the three
ball-size cars of the low-price field.
.0prional ca mar a ram.

It's a SivePPtigort to own!
You'll love Ford's sound quality coachwork. Doors opt i easily—
close solidly. You'll enjoy Ford's quiet luxury and big car "fed."
You'll take pride in its beauty, which for the second straight year
received the New York Fashion Academy Gold Medal Award—the
"Fashion Car of the Year."

Call 75
Weather bad? In a big hurry? Too far to walk
downtown and back? A PHONE CALL to
"75" brings our
good foods to your
door! We give
prompt delivery,
choice groceries
and meats,

Sawyers Market
234 EAST FOURTH STREET

It's a gmfgeat to drive!
Take a "Test Drive" in the '50 Ford and see, feel and hear the difference. You'll marvel at the quiet, hid)
, r-iiier of the engine . . .
whispers while it works. And remember, Ford and only Ford in its
field gives you •choice of two great economy engines—V-8 or "Six."
"TORT DRIVE" TRU RIO FORD TODAY, IT'S SCONORICAL TO DDT AND TO OMNI

J V CASH MOTOR COMPANY
MAYFIELD HIGHWAY

FF1TON

PHONE 42

weeks
on when it got his time to cook. He's them for. the -next two
, ham Monday and 'Tuesday
The nominating committee an- SILVER ANNIVERSARY
so little and all, we kinds thought there was more than one Mother
business.
nounced the new officers for the CELEBRATED SUNDAY
secretly
used
a
migthy hard and Dad who
J. W. Martin, Milner Mechanic he would have a
new year as follows: president, BY HENRY WALKERS '
Fulton time." But in a louder voice he handkerchief, but out on a broad
Jackson, was in
from
of Knox County, Tenn., read by Mrs. L. C. Brown, vice-president.
FULTON HOMICIIIANERS
waved
they
as
goodbye and
Friends and relatives gathered Tuesday on business.
said: "After. Max cooked that smile
IMrs. J. H. Lawrence.
ENJOY MEETING
Mrs. Paul Hornbeak, secretary, at the
Mrs.
home of Mr. and
John Morris is on his vacation fried chicken Sunday, we're not said "Have a grand time, son,
WITH MRS. SEVIER
, Mrs. Charles Cannon, chair- Mrs. A. J. Lowe. Roll call was Henry Walker, Fulton, Route 4,
us
write
and
with part of the time being spent worried at, all . . . that was the
busi- answered with something a memAn interesting meeting of the man, presided over the
Sunday, June 25 to help them fishing.
BEST FRIED CHICKEN I EVER
at
made
Adthe
of
.
and
report
a
gaVe
learned
and
ness
had
ber
was
Homemakers Club
Fulton
celebrate their 25th wedding anThe Jack Aliens are all smiles ATE," said the patrol„leacier who
during
meetings
-Hiektnan
in
heldHomemaker
Council
visory
the
Do you suffer distress from
held at the home of Mrs. C. H.
niversary. There was a basket these days. They have completed has been eatine for' nearly 14
Sevier on Pearl Street Wednes- I recently. She-also announced the the club year.
their honor and they their home and are moving in.
Avenue.
in
dinner
Park
301
at
years
Mrs
Mrs. L. C. Brown and
day afternoon at one o'clock. Homemakers tour to be lead
u•ere presented a sixty four piece
Little Tommie Wade is visiting
After the picnicking the par•- his grandparents in Jackson this
Eighteen members and two new Thursday, July 13 and all mem- Oliver Kash gave an interesting set of silver.
gpthered in the grandstand
and
ents
were
members, Mrs. Frances Stand- bers will meet at the Derby Cafe lesson on textile painting
Mr. and Mrs. Walker
for it very impressive. Court of
pretty eirticles were married on June 24, 1925. They week.
ridge and Mrs. Richard McNeilly lat 9:45 a. m. and each member is several
a
Honor at which time several boys
asked to- bring their own lunch. made. It was voted to have
were present.
two children, Mrs. Laverne
badges for well earned
received
and work day Friday. July 7, at the , have
The meeting was opened with IThis is International Day
Thomas
I Sublette and _ James
which makes you
advancements in Scouting.
the thought of the month, "Not interetsing . prograni has been home of Mrs. Charles Stephenson Walker andone grandchild, Jerry
NERVOUS several
As the bugler sounded taps for
in Highlands at 2 o'clock. Instead Mac Sublette.
Ours Forever" by Jane Merchant I planned.
days !before'?
When the Children
the close of the service we were
of a July meeting there will be
Those enjoying the occasion
Dofemalefuncwiwi••■•■••
put into a more serious frame of
a family picnic to be held at the with the guests of honor were—
Lionel monthly
mind as we realized that these
home of Mrs. H. G. Butler east Tom Stallins, Mr. and Mrs. Burailments make
what
on
out
starting
you suffer pain,feel so strangely
were
anboys
of town. The date will be
nie Stalling and Mildred, Mr. and
restless, weak—at such times,
well might be the ,richest and
nounced later.
sr yr period? E.
orjusteetcoret
Mrs. Walton Stallins, Pettey and
most patriotic experience in their
Then
taking Lydia
Mrs. R. A. Children's Editor
Jimmie, Mr. and
on those halcamp
they
As
lives.
Pinkham's Vegetable ComPALESTINE
Brown and Donna. Mr. and Mrs. Fulton News
Forge
pound about ten days before
Valley
at
hills
lowed
Jerrol Kyles and Archie ancl•Rose Fulton, Kentucky.
to relieve such symptoms.
where Washington camped in
Mrs. Leslie Nugent
PInkham's Compound works
Jean, Mr. and Mrs. Binford Walk- Dear Editor:
Mobley.
Richard
that long ago, they will have an
Mrs.
Mr. and
through the sympathetic nerand Mrs. Robert Walker
Mr.
er.
I would like to submit a opportunity to meet boys from all
vous system. Regular use of
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Weather- and Eddie. Mr. and Mrs. James
Lydia Pinkham's Compound
colthe
to
statement
quoted
further
will
SunThey
world.
spent
the
over
Dan
son,
and
poon
helps build up resistance against
Fortner and Brenda. Mrs. Mild- umn "When Our Children Make
their knowledge of world-wide
day with Mr. and Mrs. Emmett red Ridd and
this annoying distress.
Mary Lou, Mrs. us Smile."
of
principle
the
ind
'
patriotism
Truiy the woman's Mend/
Clinton.
near
Weatherford
,.
Eunice Walker, Mr. and Mrs. V.
Barry Glynn Bard, two year sell-reliance, which is basic in
Note: Or you may prefer
Hardy
I Mr. and Mrs.- Wilbur
L. Dunning, Mr. and Mrs. Jackie old son of Mrs. Margaret Bard,
E. Pinkham's TABLETS
Lydia
Scouting.
'and family attended a barbecue Curd. Wanda and Sharron. Barwith added iron.
As we stood in that large cirsupper at Mr. and Mrs. George bara Hendon, Mr. and Mrs. Mer- recently was ill. When told he
LYDIA E. PINKHAPA'S
Hardy'4 Friday night, honoring ritt Milner and Mary Virginia, would have to he carried to.--a-A cle of tents and watched the boys
• VEGETABLE COMPOUND •
Mr. and Mrs. Tobe Hardy of De- Mr. and Mrs. James Sublette and baby doctor he said, "Am." Mom- pair off in twos and enter their
mie, I don't want to go to a ittie respective tents that will house
.
troit. •
Jerry Mac, and James Thomas biddie doctor."
-- —
Mr. and- Mrs. Morgan Davidson. Walker;
Mrs. Billy Gilbert
Mrs. Bertha Nugent and son.
Mr. and Mrs. Wade Scott were
315 West State Line.
David attended the Barry-James
wedding in the Methodist church visitors during the afternoon.
Send your little stories about
in Hickman Sunday afternoon.
children to the Children's EdiMr. and Mrs. Gussie Browder
tor, The Fulton News, Fulton,
visited Mr. and Mrs. Clyde BurKy. The News will pay $1.00
nette Sunday afternoon.
for each one printed.
Sunday afternoon guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Rupert Browder were:
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Watts. Mr.
BETTY OLIVER IS
and Mrs. ,lathn Verhine, Mr. and
MARRIED TO TOMMY
Mrs. Harry Murphy and Mr. and
BROWN IN CORINTH
Mrs. Herman Easley.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Oliver of this
Mr. and Mrs. Berry Stokes of
Girls are into everything now- i aity announce the marriage of
with
Paducah spent Monday
t
become
to
heir daughter, Betty Jane
Stokes an chil- adays but if they want to
Mrs. Carlene
a prominent figure they must Tommy Brown of Chicago. The
dren.
.
place
wedding took
Sunday
Mrs. Eugene Hondenpyle and , have a prominent figure.
morning, June 25. 1950 at Corchildren spent Monday with Mrs.!
have
I
th,at
Which reminds me
was
nth, Miss. The ceremony
Jammie Wade and family.
I
'Rev. and Mrs. Bob Covington'to Judge some figures and stuff performed by Judge Dillingham.
already
They were accompanied by
and family spent several days last next Tuesday nite. They
week with her parents, Mr. and have the tree picked out that will I Miss Janet Jones of Reevesville
a
him
Very
nd Joe Lawrence of Rutherford.
216 Lake St
Fulton
Mrs. Clyde Burnette. They are!serve as my gallows.
Thursday for Forth and neighborlY of them. I think Tenn., who were married at the
leaving
Dutch
or
West
same time.
Worth, Texas to make their. I'll get Hollis
place.
Mr. and Mrs. Brown will make
Owens to serve in my
home.
bald
a
with
guy
a
their home in Chicago.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Hixon of ; That's a job for
and
wrinkles,
of
lots
Mayfield spent the weekend with ' head and
ASK YOUR MECHANIC
Bumette. not much life expectancy. A pair
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
Their daughter Pattie returned that were. made-to-order.
home after a week's vista - with
I never raked a beauty congrandparents.
•
NEW
1.
Mr. and Mrs. George :Griffith test and don't want to start now. I
ARRIVALS
41nclay with
of Latham spent
Our Viannit Factory is the
,
Mr.„ and Mrs. Nice *nee:
IN THE LONG RUN!
I
toValley
Water
place
busiest
,
Jimmy Wallace is'accompaning
DEPARTMENT
Phillip Jeffress to a vacation day grinding out pickled pigs I
+ +
+ Gleaming white plastic hardware, chrome-trimmedU
sourkraut.
and
sauce
apple
feet,
in
Bible school at Baptist Church
,
.
+ Large, smooth-sliding storage drawer!
Trade with us and
town this week.
e would have the
Mr. and.Mrs. I We th
of
guests
.ay
Sultd
-a Rigid, t yielded one-piece body; porcelain-enamel finish inSave money! We sell
sbefore Sonny}
Hillman Coral/II fain* were lame Clini
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Nicholson,
side and out!
,
ned
Chicago
r
Route
from
in
both of them!
C. * Bowers, Mr.
Mr. an& M
4, Fulton, are the parents I
B
.
+
d
No-stain oven vent!
snea
he
but
'
VcDede. and
s
and Mrs. J
7% lb. son born Tuesday
I of a
family, and Mr. and Mrs. John are glad to live him home again.!morning,
June 27th at TM Jack4. Acid-resistant, one-piece cooking top!
Bowers. Afternoon guests were Sonny is our main asset in our son Hospital in Clinton. Mother
+ Full-width door and drawer!
Bro. Bryan Bishop and children. business world.
:and baby are doing fine.
Mrs. Hillman Collier honored
4. Master-sized oven for capacity! 16" wide, 15" high, 20" deep
Charlie Haskell, our Pig-skin I
with oven door closed!
her scat, Ettekey Tuesday night on
WANG
we
Their
sez
not
ea..
Herter
i
are
manager,
turning
his 10th birthday with a weiner
ball oven corners . . . non-tip, non-oxidizing.
Rounded
+
out
pig
the
for
I
enough
skins
baseroast on the lawn. Several friends
bright-finish shelves ... automatic. hydraulic oven thermoball and rfqot-ball orders he—is-4- —tContinued from rage One)
enjoyed the occa4ien• i
meter and shelf guide.
GRIRASTING
broiler
..
.
stat
Sunday guests of fdr.„and Mrs. receiving. I- told him that we little visiting in the other tents
MOTOR OILS
Should
a
when
have
that
surplus
Oven
on all 6 sides.
4heavily
insulated
Smith
Robert Watts were: Mr.
Hogan,
little Don
and found
Watts, Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Watts glamorous widow, Cora Farmer, Happy's fine young boy. Happy
TIRE REPAIR
Automatic
pre-heat!
+
of Fulgham, Mrs. Ed Shotes, Jr., brings Mr Dock to market. Cora and Mrs. pi had come up in the
and baby of Springhill and Mrs. lieZ that her pfgs are all winners afternoon
d 'din't stay for supas each one has four feet
and
Rebecca Watts of Clinton. '
See This Range On Display On'Our Floor
n said as we left.
per, but
a
curly
and
tail
that
she
will
not
will
Homemakers
Palestine
You tell my daddy, he better
have
any
triiiible
I
disposing
of
Center
Community
meet at
Hugh not forget to send me what I told
Thursday afternoon July 6th at them. She better watch
H. J. EASLEY, Mgr.
him to send me." Se we wouldn't
Pigue
and
Latta.
Gilson
day
work
on
a
for
o'clock
1:30
West State Line
Phone 9151
—Bill or Harris Fork. forget to tell Happy, we asked
textile painting. Bring brusheir
Don what he wanted. He said:
and material needed.
"It's a jar of dill pickles and
•••
.r.••••••••••••••••••4Nk 4.0
1-1.1,1.. PRICE:, ONLY, S1R9.9Si
he promised to send them, too."
A patrol leader of my very.
close
acquaintance told us on I
Sunday that things were going
with him, but he
pretty well
208 Lake Street
I'll( we I
confided, "You know I was a lit- I
By Alice Coleman tle worried about Max (McDade)
7.411***•••••••
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;goo FEMALE
WEAKNESS

1

Mahe Vci Sotiie

;reshen at 8

GENERAL

BILL
OF
HARRIS FORK

ELECTRIC

Leader

cmaino Oixtglottt

EVANS DRUG CO.

THE BEST IS THE CHEAPEST

i

1
I

QUAKER
STATE

BROWDER SERVICE STATION

$20 down, $8.50 Mo.

Roundhouse
Round-Up

Don 't Let It

FULTON HARDWARE & FURNITURE CO.

ww•••••••••■•••••••.

(

gel Avail!
Don't let this opportunity -get away'
. from you!
FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY, WE WILL

I. MOTHPROOF
2. IZT STORAGE BAG
Any two or more fall size garments brought to us to he Sanitone Cleaned
and Form Pressed at regular prices.

—CALL US TODAY—

Mrs. M. M. Matlock is recovering:nicely at her home on the
Ma!lield Highway after undergoing an operation at Fulton Hospital.
Miss Vivian Matlock is visiting
with
in Georgia and Florida
friends. She is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. M. M. Matlock.
Mr. and Mrs. Homer
Guess
have returned to their home after
a visit with J. W. Colemans.
Arthur Matheny is on his vaspending
which he is
cation
?citing and fishing.
E. Hawks is vacationing in
Ohio.
C. B. Jones, Jr., is on his vacation which he is spending getting
some fishing done.
N. L. Dame is on his vacation.
N. A. Tripp is oil 'kis vacation
which is being speAt attending
the Boy Scout Jamboree.
W. C. Jacob was in Miming-

PHONE 130

••••••••=,

w••••••

TWO PAINT PRODUCTS

'J •

TO PAINT YOUR HOUSE

RIGHT

ASK ABOUT THE
• MARTI N -SEN 0 UR

MARC H

eir 153
TWO - PROrUCT
SYSTEM

The Primer for sealing, hiding and priming.
The Finish Coat for protection an la.:„..A.g
color beauty.

LAUiliNt
& Sanitone Cleaners

IT TAKES

Nwaiiiww

5.11g. Forret it.
Moving i1,04 .11
the w"rk See if
t"riwy.

"
l 'T.:Mt $27991
BENNETT ELECTRIC
217 Main St

Phone 201

DEPENDABLE PROTECTION
LASTING BEAU Y
PCco'v

EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY
207 Church Street

.Y

weeks
Mother
sed
a
broad
we and
C, son,
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Mrs. E. D. Keiser and family on of 225 applicants.
Norman street.
Awards have been made to 39
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Ashley of high school graduates who
8) t1IiMfflIt!ri no newcomer to the
will
league or to Mmephis
were weekend visitors enroll as freshinen in the College
Fulton ball park having served
of Mr. and Mrs. Tucker Brown of Agriculture
and Home Ecofor the Clarksville Colts last seanomics in September.
son as catcher and • outfielder. and other relatives.
Mrs.
Fred Khourie and little : Carmen and
This year, he was transferred to
Amelia were chose
of en because of their scholastic re'
the Jackson club and later to the son of Cairo are the guests
her
m
o
th
er, M rs. Alex Khourte cords, leadership
1Fulton
club.
Being
a
good
activities and
hustk "My Boys, the Railroaders"
.
ler, Len has been welcomed to and family.
, the contribution they are expect.t1
Mrs. John Noffel is visiting her led to make to Kentucky
--the stafrand you
can bet that
agriSpeaking of moncy talking, the everyone is pullinVor him,
daughter, Mrs. Jack Naifeh and culture, it was stated.
.
Jackson Generals are going
to
her son, Shawie Noffel and their
be very disappointed if their pen- , Ed Erickson continues to im- families in Portagesville, _Mo.
nant race doesn't end in their fa- prove at the Fulton hospital. He I Mr. and Mrs. Charlton Wilkes
vor. They afe going the full limit is now sporting a new cast and and
Shirley, of Memin the financial section. One gent should soon be seen at the old phis are the guests of her paron the squad is drawing over 500 tall park on crutches instead of ents, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Bell
iper month, another is-going up td the little push-cart Convertible. on Maple Ave.
Charles M. Stirling, seaman re1350, another over 350. That's a to- Hurry up, Ed, we have a seat
Mrs. Ernest Brady was called
tal of 1200 dollars for the thre,
to Kansas City, Mo., due to the cruit, USN, of Route 4, Fulton,
.. i for you.
is urfdergoing recruit training at
The salary limit being $2,600 for
illness of her sistesr.
the world's largest Naval Traineach month for a total of 18 men,
Last week we were loud and
ing Center, Great Lakes, Ill.
we find that we have only $1,400 long about our troubles with the (AR
left for the other 15 men. You booes and
Recruit training, is the sharp
hee-haws from the
know something, I just don't see Jackson fans when we stood up.
break between civilian and Nahow those other
boys live in during the stretch inning for the
val life in which the Navy man
$93.33 per month. Maybe it's my visiting fans at a recent contest
learns the fundamental principles
arithmetic.
of the Naval service.
between the Railroaders and the
In the course of his training, the
!Generals. Now, here comes a new -Carmen Pigue, daughter of Mr.
The Railroader pitching staff is wail, but this time, it's aimed at and Mrs. Bertes J. Pigue, and recruit is taught seamanship,
Amelia
Earhart
loo
tter. Harley Grossman the Fulton-fans instead of some
Parrish, daugh- Navy customs, terms, basie orlook
re like the '49 model opposing talent. Why do some of ter of Mrs. Rachelle Elledge Wal- dnance, gunnery, signaling and
Grossman Tuesday-night and we the so-called Railroader boosters drop, of
Fulton, have
been navigation.
are certainly hoping that he will pay their good, hard-earned mon- awarded cash scholarships by the
Upon completion of this trainbe able to continue. With Gross- ey just for the opportunity of go- College of Agriculture and Home ing the recruit is assigned either
man, Walther, Jaerett, Becker- ing out to the ball park and con- Economics, it is announced
by to units of the Fleet or to a sering, Leonard, Tate and Spiceland tinually trying to make the play- Dean Thomast P. Cooper. Their vice school for specialized trainthe Railroaders have one of the ers feel that they are worse than selections wee made from a listing.
best pitching crews to be -found anything else in organized base- ••••tr
in the Kitty and I believe they ball? Brother, that's beyond my
will come across during the bal- understanding. If we don't pull
ance of the season.
for the boys, just who will? Well,
I'll tell you, NO ONE, absolutely
Len Addison is a new addition NO ONE If all you have to do is
to the Fulton squad. Addison is083 the boys that are trying to
rmake a showing for you in the
Kitty League, brother, move aver
to the next town, we don't need
you in the Railroaders camp.

HAM

STEEL SHANK

ETHERIDGE

Friday - Saturday
June 30, July 1

Big Double Thrill
—PLUS—
SERIAL — CARTOON
—COMEDY-

IS

ngely
neL
la E.
"..'omefore
oms.
works
nerie of
imind
;ainst

tatiRel
AS "ROCKY"
AVilf MAKES A GHOST
,TOWN COME
TO LIFE!
.
'
4

rid!
refer
arnai

M'S
5•

s
auk" I ot
5.ROCKY
tClos

IC

Vowderriver
%Wets
•fr,
0-1
,5011
o
roir

• WALLPAPER
4r
171

maerei.7.:71,:iconie

—New patterns are arriviag
vgularly!

••• 111•1•411

Sunday - Monday
July 3-3

,

FOR YOUR WEEK-END

HOLIDAY TREAT
ITS A

If you are planning' to paper
room, or rooms. in your
some, don't fall to drop by and
let us show you our new, taste'al patterns for every room in
he house.
We pride ourselves that our
every customer is a pleased
me!

'

ib

inWILLIAM

BENI:4X

EXCHANGE
Furniture Company

deep

207 Church St.

•

izing.

Phone 35

MUNI KUM

!'rmo -

I. ••

ffr'llr

•• 0.
NM
KIM •
Wow W. 41. knee lir hub 1.014
ULM
Fern•w UOR.faCie • Prmen•

a.cam • aim
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TUESDAY

L.

CO.

GOT
A
MILLION
,
OFE*

e 1

Town Topics
Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Black
spent Sunday with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Black in
Miles, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. C. P. Bruce attended the Barry-James wedding
in Hickman Sunday. Mr. James
is a nephew of Mr. Bruce
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Rhea have
returned to their home in Bristol,
Va., after a visit with her sister,

HAVE YOU PROTECTED YOUR FAMILY
FROM POLIO AND OTHER DREAD.
DISEASES!
YOUR FARM BUREAU AGENT HAS A "10"
STAR EMERGENCY POLICY
_

*
*
*
*
*

FOR TREATMENT AND OTHER
EXPENSES CAUSED BY
THESE DISEASES
PoliomelUis
* Small Pox
Leukemia
* Spinal Meningitis
* Encephalitis
Scarlet Fever
Diptheria
* Tularemia
Rabies
* Tetanus
ANNUAL COST ONLY

$5.00nfl person $10.00 ffoarzy

lg.

Wednesday - Thurs.
July 5-6
This Will Be The Most
Talked About Picture
Of The YEAR!

140 SAD SONGS
FOR ME
Margaret
SULLIVAN

Wendell
COREY

ICED

WHISK F.I

DON'T DELAY
H. J. FRENCH. Agent
PHONE 2506

CON T ACT
CLINTON STREET
HICICMAN, KY.

LIQU

DRIVE-IN LIQUOR STORE
"Buck Bushart"

Depot Street

Fulton
ow.

-•••••••••••••44

NORGE
WASHER
—PLUS—

YOUR CHOICE OF
EITHER AN
AUTOMATIC TIMER
—OR—

ELECTRIC PUMP

ALL
For Only

41995
161

ANOTHER OF
McDADE'S BIG
•

APPLIANCE
BARGAINS!

rDon-'t Wait! This Is A Limiteci Oiier 1
The NORGE amazing TRIPLE WASHING ACTION propels clothes up, down ....
and around .... through suds. Gets your clothwhiter, gets colors brighter.
WASH*S _in jypt 7 minutest
A full
load of smiiitge WEI*
-

cDAD

EIGHT-POSITION WRINGER cannot
wring while swinging ,or swing while ringing;
safety release bars'operate instantly at a
touch from any direction.
'STEP IN TODAY . . . . meet America's
WHITEST WASHING washer .... with the
most Iierl deohrer offered!
;,
•
r

urniture
FULTON

319 - 23 WALNUT
••••••••••

••••••.111

GIN

RUM

With This 1950 Triple - Action

SOUTHERN
my, •
Life Montane
Your Own Farm Bureau Company

WIN ES

FREE A Year's
Supply.of Soap

WHICH WILL PAY UP TO

$5,000.00 TIATEg

George Pal Productions, Inc. presents

111Eflt
i DUR rof‘MITE .
MOORE •ORAK;

• Many of the Fulton fans have
been loud in their disapproval of
letting
Hal Seawright
pass
through Fulton on his way to join
the Jackson Generals. We,11, don't
think that the Fulton mana;ement was asleep, they weren't
The only trouble with the Seawright deal was that a town of
thirty oE forty thousand people
holds more of the salad called
"moola" that has a strange fascination over baseball players, just
the same as it does over the balance of the general John Q. Public. The Fulton management was
under the impression that they
had completed a deal with
Hal
and were waiting for. him to appear in the
Railroader
camp
when here comes the announcement, "Seawright to play for
Jackson". Well, that's it. Money
talks.

Attention Farmers

JULY 4th
OPEN 1:00 P Al.,‘CONT.

Enjoy The 4th with
DURANTE

,

MEN & AMELIA
WIN SCHOLARSHIPS

JUNGLE
THRILLS
in Color!

TECNNIal(10
=U.

FORRESTER'S SHGE SH07

CHARLES STIRLING IN
TRAINING FOR NAVY

—?ND HIT-

1
-7")•

TRY ON THE AIR CUSHIONEC
4/
,
01 0.4
Mc COY
In
C€
AND feel THE DIFFERENCE
cusfficorso

..••••••••••••

PHONE 905

.•••••••••••
4•11.
4

•

and daughter, Ann, Sunday afworship with us.
guests of Mr. ternoon.
The week-end
es:
chwaerrle
Goso
odnjsine
rs
o.rn
Cw
ha
elrlleaynd
Mc
Phone 470 for Job Printing.
and Bobbie of Detroit, Michigan,
Mr. and Mrs. James Tucker and
children of Union City and Mr.
Goodjine and
and Mrs. Milton
Los Angeles --- —The Church is and some 136 delegates to the !sons of Union City.
with
two
proalong
the
Convention
coming into its own by
Emmett Lee Parrish of Vicksvisitors are attenuirig burg, Miss., is visiting his parcess of elimination", stated Dr. hundred
WHEN t5C/Y/NG4 cRiz
M.
pastor of the the meetings. These representa- ents, Mr. and Mrs. John
Louis H. Evans,
eirNER use?) clQ NEW
from fif- Parrish.
primarily
come
tives
Church,
Presbyterian
First
WE .ft/r 1/P ME CP.5-11
R. A. Jones, student of Guptonteen southern and southwestern
Holly-wood, as he addressed the
Jones
School
of
Embalming.
/rs ENsy COQ Y(91../
states.
AsGeneral
120th meeting of the
national Nashville, spent the
host to the
weekend
Pastor
sembly of the Cumberland Presis Rev. L. M. Drinkall ! with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. R.
Loans made in all surbyterian church convening at the meeting
First Cumberland F. Jones.
local
^ounding towns and
First Cumberland Presbyterian of the
:ounties
in any
Presbyterian Church.
Abe
McIntyre is hospitalized
tmount up to IWO on
sahurch, Hoover at 57th, WednesGenat the Haws Hospital, Fulton,
Elected moderator of the
Furniture,
Automoevening.
day
bile,
Livestock. Co.
P. Keptucky.
the Hollywood eral Assembly was Rev. Lelan
Continuing,
maker, Signature.
Cumberpastor
of
the
Mrs.
Turnbow,
Jennie Jones'
condition
pastor stated, "We have tried
land Presbyterian church, Russ- remains about the same. Mrs.
many strange .gods but they have
who
will
deJones
ellville,
Arkansas,
is
a
patient
at
the Baptist i
not worked" and he urged that
everywhere
give liver_ the sermon Sunday morn- Hospital, Memphis.
Christians
ing
at
the
host
church.
The
reE.
L.
Sanford
has
recently purChristiarigy a *ince to prove itbring moderator of the Assem- chased the grocery store formerly
self.
was
Rev.
Blake
F.
Warren,
operated
by
R.
H.
Moss,
Jr.
More than a hundred official blY
pastor of the Milan, Tennessee,
commissioners to the
Carl Woods is visiting relatives
Cumberland Pr es b yt e r- in Missouri this week.
Ian Church.
Those attending the All-Night
singing at Sedalia, Kentucky last
week from this
vicinity were:
McCONNELL
Joyce Cruee
Mrs. Ocie Moss and son, Joe CarMr. and Mrs. Raymond Myers
The Baptist Church could not roll. Mrs. Guy Harris and daughand daughter of Memphis and accommodate all attending
the ter, Doris Ann, Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Leano Myers of McKenzie spent singing there on Sunday night. Long and
daughter Evelyn, and
the weekend with Mrs_ 0. K i The Kentuckians
Quartet of Pa- Mrs. Mary Cook.
Myers and Edward.
3ii Walnut Street .
Mem 12.52
ducah, Kentucky and the Central
Mr. and Mrs. A. N. Wilson
of
Mr. and Mrs. 0. G. Clark and Melody Quartet of
"Fgiton"s FRIENDLY Loan Service."
Radio Station Martin visited Mrs. L. T. Caldwell
Herbert
family, Mr. and Mrs.
WENK were the visiting quartets.
Clark and son, Tonny, Fred Wilk-!Singing services are
held at the
Thurrnon
erson, Mr. and Mrs.
Baptist
Church on the fourth
ONE OF KENTUCKY'S TRADITIONS
Leve Sur
Syndier and
son, Mrs.
day night of each month. The
Hutchison, Mr. and Mrs. Earl W. interest in
these services
conHutchison, Mrs. Robert Myers tinues to
grow. You are welcome
and daughter, Ruth Ann spent to
attend this service.
Sunday afternoon in the home of
The Mid-Week worship at__Ihe
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Cruce and lChurch
of Christ has been changWan.
ed from Thursday night to WedShelby
Clark, Mr. and Mrs,1 nesday
night. Brother Newman
When summer's gurrry sunshine
Eissell Croce and family visited
Leonard, regular minister of the
'Mr. and Mrs. Junior Cruce Satsimmers on the hillsides of Ken!church, has charge of these ser=clay night
tucky, the fat, juice-bursting black.
vices. Service begins at 8:00 p. m.
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Cruce anberries achieve their most temptThere is preaching at the Church
nc--unee the
arrival of a seven
ing proportions Then it is that
of Christ every Sunday at 11:00
pctmds fourteen ounce baby boy, a. m.
possums and Kentuckians vie to
and,at 8:00 p. m. We extend
lion) Tuesday, June 20, at 1:05 a. to
see who gets the most. And for
all an open invitation to come
rn. at the Weakley County Hevery berry destined for cobbler or
al in Martin.
He has been
pie another one is eaten by the
med Ronnie Junior. Mrs. Cruce
picker BlaLkbern pickin' is a halis the former Joyce Clark.
lowed tradition in Kentucky.
Dr. H.W.Connaughton
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Bob Tanner and family spent Sunday
Yes, and beer is a tradition
Veterinary Service
with Mr. and Mrs. Robert Myers
in Kentucky, tool
and Ruth Ann_
Phone 807-11
Like blackbern, pickin', BEER
Mrs. Junior Cruce and son reor Call 70
turned home Friday from
BELONGS in Kentucky. After
the
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ONLY A FEW LEFT! HURRY IN NOW AND GET
YOURS BEFORE THEY'RE GONE!

GIVE CHRISTIANITY A CHANCE, PASTOR r;L
URGES AT 120TH PRESBYTERIAN ASSEMBLY

BEAT THE HEAT
With A Good Fan!

SPECIAL This WEEK

20% Off
On All Fans In StocK

ASSemthly

Fulton Route Foi

Buy Today at These Special Prices!
8-inch window fan, Reg. price $9.95; Special $7.95.

litenNti lotance

8-inch table fan, Reg. price $6.95 Special $5.55.
8-inch all-purpose de-luxe adjustable fan with 2
speeds; Reg. price $25.00; Special $20.00.
12-inch window fan; reversible motor; Reg. $35.00;
Special $28.15.
10-inch pedestal floor fan; oscillating: Reg. $27.95;
Special $22.35.

Blackberry
Pickin'

kic.4iital and is doing fine. Visitors
that night werec Mr. and Mrs.
Earl W. Hutchison, Mr. and Mrs.
Ray Hutchison and family, Mr.
Sr I Mrs.
Robert
Myers and
Ighter and Robert Wade.

Graduate Veterinarian
Located on Martin-Fulton
Highway.

18 Pc. Set Dishes
ONLY $2.95
+ Six Cups
± Six dinnctr plates

getaikkibdi.v.,„,,Ake•
0006
Orive ittudiithatt
...the only
handling
easy

+ Six saucers

"for

32 PC. SET DISHES
Service for
six. A real,
money-saving special:

24-HOUR SERVICE SAVE ON
RADIO THROW RUGS!
REPAIR

That's what you'll say once you get
behind the wheel of a Dodge truck. It's
"Job-Rated" for comfort and convenience
to make driving a pleasure.

THIS WEEK'S
HIT PARADE
ON RECORDS:

turns ar a dime!

low
fir
tagpod,fior
,—
Smoo-oo-th is the word for
the ride you get in a Dodge
"jab-Rated" truck. Extra-long
front and rear springs are
tough. yet flexible_

Now!&al Fluid Drive! Availa-

Parks like a kiddie car!
Shorter wheelbase and shorter
overall length make parking a
soap. Your Dodge truck is 'yobRatted" so you can slip into park.
ing spaces you used to pass up.

ble only on Dodge 'jolt-Rated'
.
Truck+ (Ya-airra„ 34,-sosi and 1-eon models). Ask for Fluid Drive booklet

igialtemag$111111

POWER:...8 great truck engines—each "JobRated" for PLUS power.
ECONOMY:... priced with the lowest."Job-Rated"
for dependability and long life.
BIGGER PAYLOADS:... carry more without
overloading axles or springs because of
"Job-Rated'WEIGH7'D1STR18UTION.
EASIER HANDLING:... sharper turning! Parka
in tight places. "Job-Rated" maneuverability!
windshield with
COMFORT:... widest seats
best vision of any popular truck. Aircushioned, adjustable "chair-height'
seats.
SAFET1h..---finett track brakes in the industry ...
hand brake operating independently on
propeller shads on ail modets-14-loo
and op.

aterialwitktiftiolua

I. Third Man theme
2. Bewitched
3. Hoop-De-Doo.
4. My Foolish Heart.
5. Sentimental Me
6. I Wanna Be Loved.
,
7. The old piano roll blue,
8. It Isn't Fair.
9. Mona Lisa
10, Count Every Star

F4'ourth Street

Fulton, Ky.

Telephone 622

29c
49c
89c

SAVE ON PAINT!
Plicote paints and enamels, including interior floor paint: safetytrod: Req. $1.95 quart:

CLOSEOUT,
$1 OUART
BARGAINS!

HANDBAGS,
SUITCASES

Heavy
Quality
Rugs
Armstrong, Gold Seal
or Beauty Tone; Regular $9.95 sellers

$7.95

Values to $5.95, while
they last:

Don't be misled! This

99' EACH

quality rug.

is the DELUXE

FULTON ELECTRIC
I
& FURNITURE C
Phone 100

ATKINS MOTOR COMPANY

This is the lovely Gold Band design that makes
such a pretty place setting.

9X12

Genuine congole u m quality,
with border. Variety of colors
and patterns to choose.

All work guaranteed

Just afeather-touch
to the wheel and
you make shorter
turns, whether
you're backing up,turning around, or
parking. "Job-Rated" wide front axle
and cross-steering make it possibfr

Dear Pi
Antic
ton, I
week. I
answer
as soon
Whet
Will it
right al
glad wi
he still
have at
one? If

Dear J.
Your
will be
isn't to
he will
Yes, he
of chil
family
child b
can't h

more C

be bor
the sec(

Dear P
I rei
you gi
would
questio
The
Seems

TUBES,
PARTS,
etc.

Rides like a baby carriage!

$4.95

15 x 27
In today - - 18 x 36
out tomorrow!
30 x 54
Complete line of

Eft-fres like a dream!

Dear A.
Yes 2
cow, yt
You re:
thinkinj
roe? W
got the

Dear J
No,
you an
He by
a funm
home v
and let
go wit!
pleased
can ge
won't.
You
ting a
first of

Nice floral design!

Copyright 1950, Kentucky Division, U.S. Brth
r4Footadotion
1523 14syturn Wading • laganalle.

Dear Pa
I hav,
me whe
any inft
Do I
someoni
her bar

Dear I'
My h
and I a
is on It
me? P
possibli

AT A SPECIAL BARGAIN PRICE:

pickin' berries, many Kentuckians
welcome a cold glass .4 beer, the
beverage of moderation.

be to
her v
the c
The 1

I

Ernest Lowe, Mgr.

Culton, Ky.

New Location .... 217 East Fourth Street

maybe
he can
Will hi
How s
Thar
advice
mind.

Dear I
Ian
weeks
al. I a
writint

Dear
Ther
that I
have s
think
there
quaint
Shot
can't?

my girl Ir.-.nd or s she jealous? with him ,if she could.
care for me as much as I do him? Page 4 — The Fulton
News — Friday June 30, 1950
Yes, she is jealous of you and
Please answer them as best you
The way I understand it he usshe
certainl!c
lot
a
likes
I
a
being
ed to see her before he met me.'
can.
Is this man honest or is he trying true girl friend.
Most Complete Stock
to fool me? Does he see her? He
Dear R. H.:
(Ed's note: This well-known columnist of the News, will
says he does not. Please answer Dear Patricia Latane:
he found as regularly as space permits, and all may write to
Yes you will get to go home
my
this the best you can for I am
Will you please answer
her who desire. She does NOT answer letters except through
are exworried about him.
letter. I wrote you once but didn't to stay sooner than you
the columns of this newspaper. Address Patricia Latane, c-o
pecting. Yes your mother's health
The Ne vs, Fulton, Kentucky.)
C. A. G. see my letter in your column.
No the lady's
improve.
Dear C. A. G.:
I want to know if I'll get to go will
meet him? Would it be ok if I , The man is being honest with home to stay next spring? Will daughter will not come this sumDear Patricia Latane:
wrote to him? you.
No he hasn't been seeing my mother's health be good all tner. Yes the boy you care for
I have lost a cow, can you tell called him or
first rthe girl, but it isn't her fault winter? Will the lady's daughter also cares for you.
me where the cow is or give me Should a girl make the
442 Lake Street
move?
as
she
has been trying to see him I'm working for get to come this
any information.
Yours truly, V. G. B.
and would break your friendship summer? Does the boy I care for
Phone 470 For Job Printing
Do I know .who got the cow if
someone did get her? Can I get Dear V. G. B.:
usually
girls
In these days
her back?
A. J. make the first move but watch
your P's and Q's when you make
Dear A. J.:
the that move so he won't get the
Yes you know who got
cow, yes you can get her back. wrong impression of you. I think
who you were it will be okay.
You remernber
thinking got it when you wrote
me? Well thats the person who Dear Patricia:
to
"Will my niece and I go
got the cow.
summer. If so,
this
Chicago
glassmy
get
I
will
when? When
Dear Patricia:
Although I do not live in Ful- es? Will I have to wear them all
my life? When will I start datevery
column
your
ton, I read
for you to ing? How old will I be when I
week. I would like
answer a few questions for me marry?.
Will I get to go through colas soon as you can.
When will my baby be born? lege? Will I fail any years
in
Will it be a boy or girl? Will it be school? Will my brother stay in
right and healthy? Is my husband California? Will we get to pick
I
glad we are to be parents? Does strawberries this year? Will
he still love me? Will we ever live on a farm when I marry?
Love, S. J. C.
have any more children after this
one? If so, when?
Dear S. J. C.:
No you and your niece will not
Your friend, J. M.
go to Chicago.
You have your
Dear J. M.:
Your baby will be a girl and glasses now. Yes, you will have
will be alright. No your husband to wear the.m the rest of your life.
isn't too thrilled over the idea, but You yill start dating in 2 years.
he will be when the baby arrives, You will be 26 years old when
Yes, he loves you but he is ,fraid you marry. You can go to college,
of child birth. Someone in his but you will have to work your
hard time
with way thru. No you will not fail
family had a
child birth and that fear he just in school. No your brother will
can't help, yes you will have 2 not stay in California. Yes, you
more children the next one will will live on a farm when you
be born in almost 2 years and marry.
the second one in about 6 years.
Dear Miss Latane:
my A
Will you please answer
You'll be Headed right in one of our
Dear Patricia:
driver letter. I am writing to you about:
My husband is a truck
Here's an unbeatable combiand I am afraid that our marriage a man I love very much. I am !
nation for every sports wardis on the rocks. Is it? Is he true to worried about him. The trouble is
me? Please answer as soon as that one of my girl friends hurt
robe!
Panamas in meshes and solids
my feelings so that it makes me
possible.
J. B. so sick I can hardly work. Is she
T-SHIRTS . . . . we have
LEE and STETSON
Dear J. B.:
No, your husband isn't true to
plenty, in a variety of colors
350 to 750
you and hasn't been in 2 years.
and designs.
He loves you in his way but it is
a funny way he wants you to set
$1.95 to $3.50
home with the baby and be good
and let him do as he wishes and
SWIM TRUNKS that you
go with other women, if you are
can wear also for boating,
pleased with that type of life you
LOOK SMART!
KEEP COOL!
can get along
other wise you
or just cool relaxing..
sports,
won't.
$3.95
You won't so you will be getting a divorce this month or the
first of next.
wool, air - cooled, wrinkle - resistant;

Patricia Latane

and Smart Comfort for the Fourth
First Stop: Franklin's!
SMART STRAWS

35 ACRES

OF MAY
PER DAY!

Dear Patricia:
I read your letters and think
you give marvelous advice so I
would like to ask
you a
few
questions.
The boy I am now going with
seems to just try to hurt me or
maybe it is my imagination. Does '
he care anything about me at all? I
Will he ever? Will I ever marry? I
How soon?
Thank you very much for your
advice will
take a lot of my
mind.
D.
Dear D
I answered your letter in last
weeks paper under another initial. I am sure you will remember
writing it.

All tailored for smart looks, long wear and
cool coralort ....
$32.50

Summer Rayons
More acres of cleats cutting at a
lower per-acre cost--that's the unfailing performance of the Joh&
Deere No. 5 Power Mower. Working with any make of tractor, the
No. 5 is ample, durable, easy to
attach and detach ... cuts up to 35
acres of hay per day.
A tractor mower through and,
through. the No. 5 glees you a
combination of features you'll
really appreciate. Built with 44/2.
to 7-foot cutter bars. See as for
complete information.

Rayon and Nylon.... the c-o-o-l-e-s-t summer suit you can wear!
$29.75
WILSON BROS.PAJAMAS.
IN SUMMER WEIGHTS.
full Or knee length; long or
short sleeves.
$3.50 to $5.00

Dear Patricia:
There is a boy in another town
that I would love to meet.
I
have seen him seven times and I
Fulton
7 E. 4th St
But"
think he noticed me, too.
ww?'1 can get acthere is no
JOHN DEERE Quad* 7;pr4ot
quainted with him.
**empecoora•edSinveir
Should I forget him, though I
can't? Do you think I ever will

WILLIAMS HDWE.

ODD SLAMS
FABRICS

4

COOL

SUMMER

'PITTSBURGH

HISTORIC
WALL PAINT
BEAU BRUMMELL and
PALM BEACH ties in cool
summer colors and light fabrics add that final touch of being "smartly dressed"!
$1.00 to $2.50

['his

'y

Tropical Worsteds

N uw

ODD SLACKS for smart, c-o-o-1 casual wear. Plaids, cords and solid colors; rayons and nylons.
$6.95 to $9.50

GOOD-LOOKING, COMFORTABLE
SPORT SHIRTS
Let the cool breezes in . . . . and let the
healthful sunshine penetrate, too! Short
sleeves and long sleeves, in white or colors
$2.50 to $5.00

you can bring the charm and

romance of early Colonial days into
your home by using Pittsburgh Historic
Wall Paints. Twelve beautiful colors,
approved by Williamsburg Restoration,
Incorporated, are available.
Come in for Free booklet "Color
Dynamic; for your Home"

FULTON PAINT & GLASS CO.
210 CHURCH STREET
Enriched with VITOLIZED OIL

PITTSBURGH I)

P HON 1,- 909

ARROW dress shirts in mesh
weave or handkerchief cloth
will keep you c-o-o-1 and comfortable! Whites and colors. $3.65 and $3.95

)
1 41VM.Nlar
71
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*QL/4qLITY SHOP* 1
302 main ST. f ULTOPI, KY.
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the show.
Ed Cotton visited Mr. and Mrs.
Sue Clark
0. G. Clark Monday night.
Mr.
of
guests
Friday afternoon
Fred Wilkerson visited Mr. and
and Mrs. 0. G. Clark were: Mr. Mrs. 0. G. Clark Sunday mornMr.
Wilkerson,
and Mrs. N. F.
ing.
and Mrs. Herbert Howell.
Wilkerson has
Little Jimmy
Miss Shelby Clark spent the been sick for the past week.
sister, Mrs.
weekend with her
Wilkerson visited
Miss All&
Junior Cruce.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Howell,
Mr. and Mrs. 0. G. Clark and Mr. and Mrs. Tom Howell SunMary, Shelby,
children, Betty,
day afternoon.
Virginia and David visited Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. D. Cook and
and/Irs. Junior Cruce Sunday
son, Harold Wayne, Mr. and Mrs.
afteMoon.
Seller and children visited in
Miss Evonne Weaver of Water Joe
weekend.
Miss Sue Clark Missouri this
Valley visited
Monday afternoon.
Herbert H. Clark
ENON NEWS
Mr. and
and son, Tony, Miss Sue Clark
Alfred Vaughan
Mrs.
and Fred Wilkerson visited Mr.
Mrs. W. W. Shelton and chiland Mrs. Junior Cruce for awhile
Sunday afternoon then attended dren spent Sunday with Mrs. El-

Fulton Route One

#

mer Linker of Cayce.
Mrs. Fannie Shelton, Mrs. W.
W. Shelton and twins attended a
pink and blue shower that was
given for Mrs. J. D. Barkley last
Friday.
Elliott
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald
were the Sunday afternoon guests
Murchison and
of Mrs. Nina
family.
Miss Allie Murchison, Mrs.
Nina Murchison visited with Mrs.
and family
Fannie Shelton
awhile Monday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. D. Cook, Sr.,
and Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Cook
spent Saturday night with Mrs.
Maggie Hopper and Mr. and Mrs.
Sikeston, Mo.
Pete Cothran of
On Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Sellars, Bobbie, Jimmie and Russell, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Underwood, Frances, Martha Jean and
James Gilbert, Mr. and Mrs. 0.
D. Cook, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Vaughan, Debris, Dewain
and Garry Gene joined Mrs. and I
Mrs. Cook for a very enjoyable
day with their friends in Sikeston.
Mr. and Mrs. Felix Vaughan,
Donna and Bobbie spent Sunday
with Mr. and Mrs. Buddie Tibes
and family.
Mrs. Alfred Vaughan and children spent awhile Monday afternoon with Mrs. Felix Vaughan.

Maim Street

Increased 'rates for local exchange telephone service in the State
il Kentucky to become effective on and after July 6, 1950, and in-Teased rates for intra-state message toll service to become effective
July 6, 1950, which rates were filed with the Kentucky Public Service Commission on June 12, 1950, under the provisions of the Kentucky statutes, are as follows:
Fulton:
Local Service, Monthly Rate
For Classes of Service Offered Under Applicable Tariffs
Business
Individual Line
2-Party Line
4-Party Line
Rural Line

Phone 201

Fulton

PURE
MILK CO.
pta&A"
PASTEURIZED
HOMOGENIZED

a

f you want to
Stay healthy, son
'Milk's your best bet
or work or fun.

PORE MILK CO.
SERVICE AND QUALITY
-

NE 8l3/ "$4,4

Residence
Individual Line
2-Party Line
4-Party Line
Rural Line

$3.50
3.00
2.75
2.50

SEMI-PUBLIC TELEPHONE SERVICE

$15.50 or inure
$10.75 or more but less than $15.50
8.75 .or more but less than 10.13 8.00 or more but less than
8.75
8.0C •
7.50 or more but less than
7.50
7.25 of- more but less than
7.25
6.25 or more but less than
less than 6.25

PEDESTAL FANS
FLOOR FANS
TABLE FANS
ATTIC FANS
WINDOW FANS CLEMENTS TO NAME
EXHAUST FANS 5AME DIRECTORS
BENNETT ELECTRIC
217 Main Street

$7.25
6.50
5.75
3.50

At Exchanges Having a Monthly
Daily Guarantee of Revenue
Business Individual Line Flat Rate of: Front Local Messages

25c
20c
19- l•Z
18c
17e
16c

AUXILIARY LINES, MONTHLY RATE
...cd Service Only, at Exchanges Where This
2-3 Business Individual
Service is Offered, Each Line
Line flat rate

1l See us for your needs. Nationally
,, advertised brands; all sizes now
in stock. Get yours now.
f
t

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS

by Ralph Stein

TOLL TERMINALS, MONTHLY RATE

The names of ten men, two of
which will be selected by Gov.
Earle Clements as Game and Fish
Second
(1Commissioners of the
Disand Eighth Congressional
tricts, have been submitted to thel
Governor by the sportsmen of the
itwo districts, Earl Wallace, Di-

,,siigcs Where This Service is Offered,
3-5 Business Individual
Each .
Line Flat Rate
Troniefs Salley Servo,

PRIVATE BRANCH EXCHANGE STATIONS

Monthly Rate
Flat Rate
children of Princeton, Ky., spent
I Louisville
and Fish, announced today.
Wayne Brown of Providence, last week with Mr. and Mrs. Bils1.59
Business
l
, and Miss Bettye Lawson of lie Stem.
Sportsmen of the Eighth Dis-Ky.
1.00
Residence
trict selected the
present coin- Sturgis, Ky., are spending a few
Mrs Jim Ryerson and grandmissioner, Tom Theobald, Gray- days with their grandparents, Mr. son, Richard Lapka of East St. Other Exchanges in Mi. Stat,.
1.40
Business
son; Henry Stovall, Hazel Green; I and Mrs. Riley Smith and other Louis, spent several days with
.90
Residence
Frank 'Hunsicker, Maysville, Sid relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lowe and
Monthly Rate
Message Rate
Caulk, Mt. Vernon; and E. H.
of Jackson, other relatives in Fulton.
visitingRoper
_rs- iIva
Soltier, Ashland, on their list to , -issM
Mr. and Mrs.
m., s
Mrs. Gerald Roper of East St.
be submitted to the Governor at I Abner Roper and Mr. and Mrs.
Louis is spending a few days Louisville
a called meeting held at Ashland
$1.25
Business
Smith.
with her grandparents, Mr. and
1.00
Hotel and Apartment House:
Mr. and Mrs. Jordon Fergerson Mrs. Abner Roper .
. Tuesday night, June 13. Theobald
and Hunsicker are Republicans ,I and family, Mr. and Mrs. C. P.
1.00
Residence
Mrs. Hubert Adams and son,
while the other three are Demo- I Poore and family
we're dinner Johnnie, of Fulton were Sunday
Other Exchanges in the State
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Wyatt guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
$1.15
t.a meeting at Greenville on Hall Sunday. Afternoon guests Lowe.
craAts
Business
, Thursday night, June 15,
.90
the were: Mr. and Mrs. Onan Hays, • Mrs. Mattie Rogers has returnHotel and Apartment Housck
sportsmen of that section select- Mr. and Mrs. Leroy
.90
Residence
Webb of ed after a visit with her daught
ed Dr. W. H. Wash'burn, present Union City, Mr. and Mrs. Jack ter, Mrs. Lester Alford in Dyerscommissioner of
Beaver Dam; Barker, Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert burg.
PRIVATE BRANCH EXCHANGE TRUNKS
Brasher C. Bacon, Madisonville; Horton.
J. D. Reynolds, Greenville; Noble
the
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Amburg and
True liberty consists in
S. Lanier, Franklin': and
Irvin son and Miss Jeannette Roper of privilege of enjoying our own Trunk Lines, each per month:
Baugh, Lewisburg, as their candi- Hickman were Sunday guests of rights, not in the destruction of
dates. Of this list Washburn, Ba- Mr. and Mrs. Abner Roper.
the rights of others.
Flat Rate:
con and Lanier are Democrats
-Pirckard
Mrs. Edward
Murphy and •
144 Ind. Line Flat Rate
" Both-way
while Reynolds and Baugh are
Republicans.
Individual Line Flat Rate
Inward
According to the Civil Service
Message Rate, in exchanges having a message rate schedule:
Rules under which the Division
(Louisville, Owensboro, Paducah and Frankfort)
of Game and Fish operates, the
Individual Line Message Rate
First Trunk
Governor must make his selection
Additional, without message
from the above-named candidates
2 Ind. Line Message Rate
1
/
allowance, each per month
on or before Atigust 14. There
, Messages in excess of allowance
are nine commissioners in
tie'
Indivicival Line Excess
On first trunk line.
408 EDDINGS STRI.,f I
state, one from each CongressMessage. Rate
ional District, with not I more
, than five of any one party,being
Message Rate in Connection with Hotel and Apartment House
or
Day
Ambulance
Service
For
Night
I eligible to serve. The terms of
Service in Exchanges Not Having a Message' Rate Schedub•Dr. Washburn and Mr. Theobald
First both-way trunk, including an
expire in August.
allowance of 85 local messages,
$6.00
per month
Contract Funeral Home for and Member of
Additional Trunk without message
PIERCE STATION
3.00
pllowance, each
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Association, Inc.
Several from here are attendMessage in excess of allowance on
ing the Bible School at Johnson's
.03
first trunk

WHITNEL

FUNERAL HOME

Phone 1)--›- 88 -Ak--irc Phone

INDIVIDUAL LINE MESSAGE RATE SERVICE
4

A

Monthly
Rate_

Real

$8.50
Louisville
Owensboro and Paducah 6.50
6.00
Frankfort

Welcome

Message
Allowance

Charge Per
Message in Excess
of Allowance

70
85
85

CLASS A SERVICE STATIONS
Flat rate service is furnished at a rate for each station of. one-sixth of
the tate applicable for individual line businessflat rate service within the base rate area, the minimum rate per line being the rate for
individual line business flat rate service, within the base rate area.
If there are less than six stations connected to one line, the rate for
each station is the rate for six stations divided by the number of
stations connected to the line.

bra
Wonderful Car

‘CLASS C SERVICE STATIONS
Flat rate service is furnished at a rate for each both-way trunk line
of twice the individual line business flat rate applicable within the
base rate area. Trunk lines to be used for one-way inward service
from the Telephone Company's central office are not furnished.

$24.95 DOWN

* '1010 MONTHLY
"
"
ges A
Challen
*mparisonFULL PRICE $249.50
•True Lore Zane Freezer Lecke,
ij-Ks, it's a value
Full-width, fully enclosed.
sation Never before
K44-1w even ice cistern firmly
such quality, features
frozen, in original package.
and reliable perf4irmance
•Full-Width Quick Chiller
in a 9.2 en. ft.. roifrigerat or
Stores meats and left-oyers
... quick chills salads, bevat this amazing new low
erages; and desserts.
priee. See it ...compare
it. now, lxifore you buy! •Glass-Covered Crisper
•Self-Closing Door Latch

EASY

a-dpists.

•Full-Size Super Power Unit
•Five

Year Warranty

w

hen you drive into our service
department,the man who greets you is
as proud of your Pontiac as you are.
He knows you bought your Pontiac
because of its reputation for fine performance and dependable,economical
long life-and he aims to protect that
reputation.
Next time your Pontiac needs service,
depend on our factory-trained mechanics, specialized equipment and
factory-engineered parts. You'll find
our service is every bit as good as that
wonderful Pontiac you drive.

Plan

Protect Your Pontiac

Bennett Electric
-2STORES324 Walnut Street ,
21; Main Street
1111111.111111.111
Milig11111.1111111

INTRASTATE MESSAGE TOLL SERVICE

YOUR VACATION CHECK LIST
Ci Tune-up Di00000Is-Including •ngine tune-up and•
complete check and report of all working units elf
your car.
Lubrication end Oil Change.
Brek• Adlustm•nt (If your braise pedal goes to within
I" of flow board).
D Stewing Adlustm•M Of your stewing wheel has more
2
/
than 11
"of "play").
E-1 Adlust clutch (If pedal has more than 11
2
/
"of -1.1.111
or check Hydro-hiatic fluid level.
Clean and Inspect cooling system.
Rotate tires.

R

ER Come In for a "Check-Up" Today/

Initial period rates for station to station, day, night and Sunday toll
message rates will be increased only five cents ($.05) on calls within
88 miles, and beyond 88 miles the rate will be increased five cents
($.05) to fifteen cents ($.15); the majority of the increases being five
cents ($.05) and ten cents ($.10).
Initial period rates for person to person,-day, night and Sunday toll
message rates will be increased five cents ($.05) on calls within 56
miles and beyond 56 miles the rate will be increased from five cents
($.05) to twenty-five cents ($.25).
The overtime rate per minute for some station to station calls will
be increased by five cents ($.05). On some person to person calls an
Increase of five cents ($.05) and ten cents ($.10) will be made; the
majority of the increases being five cents ($.05).

with Pontiac Service

BURKS PONTIAC COMPANY
4th and Depot tits.

Fulton, Ky.

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE
AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
c. J. YATES,
Kentucky Manager.

maws.

in the State
, 1950, and in-,come effective
Public Servs of the Ken-

e Tariffs

!rice
$3.50
3.00
2.75
2.50

tee of Revenue
lessages

5e
Oc

8c
7c.
6c

;less Individual
flat rate

less lfl(iiVidtlt I
'Iat Rate
NS
Monthly Rate

$1.59
1.00
1.40
.90
Monthly Rate

$1.25
i .00
1.00
$1.15
.90

.so

occurs most often in the spring
and summer when the sap is
abundant.
Since sap escapes upon the
producer prefers to keep sows for slightest crushing of leaves,
more than two litters, he need stalks or roots, the greatest care
not change boars, but he should should be exercised. Poisoning
not save gilts for breeders until can also result from contact with
he is ready to change boars.
contaminated objects, such
as
The Inbred Livestock Registry trowels and
gardening gloves.
Farm,
Association, Un4rsity
St. Paul 1, Minnesiota can supply Even ihalation of smoke producplant may
of ed by burning the
Information about breeders
Minnesota No. 1 hogs. Other in- cause a case of poisoning, as the
bred lines developed from the oily sap escapes on the soot risDanish Landrace breed have given results similar to those
at ing from the burning branches.
Should exposure occur, scrub
North Carolina with Minnesota
No. 1. Information about boars the skin thoroughly but -gently
of these lines may be obtained with plenty of strong, soapy
from the Animal Husbandry Du- lather, rinsing it with clear wapartment, University of Wisconsin,, Madison, Wisconsin; Animal ter. In all cases it is best to conHusbandry Department, Iowa sult the family phyisician.
State College, Ames, Iowa; Animal
Husbandry
Department,
Agricultural ,Research Center,
BUREAU DAY
Beltsville, Maryland.

CROSSBREEDING: for Better More and Bigger Hogs
(By L. R. Neel)

breeding hogs, leading to
improvement in feed-lot
perforHybridizing has done so much i
mance and carcass quality.
for the production of corn that
As a result of this research in
desire
to
bring
similar
benefits several midwestern , institutions
a
rnimal
production
is
a
natural
to
some 80 inbred lines of hogs have
consequence. In 1937 the RegionAbout 20 of the
been started.
Swine
Breeding
Laboratory
al
lines have been dropped or conBelt
was established by Corn
others. Some of
verged with
agricultural experiment stations
with
performed
course, have
of
and the U. S. Department
others.
Agriculture. Its purpose is to deItt 1945 Dr. H. A.Stewart, who
velop and test procedures
in had worked in the swine breeding program in Minnesotai came
to North Carolina to launch a
hog breeding project. The purpose was to find out *nit some
of the inbred lines developed in
the Corn Belt might do in raising the level of performance in
pork
production in the South.
The four inbred lines he selected
are: Minnesota No. 1 (an inbred
line derived from Danish Landrace and Tamworth); Minnesota
"A" (purebred Poland); Nebraska
No. 8 (purebred
Duroc); • and
Oklahoma No. 3 (puresbred Duroe). The power mower tor every horns.
Power driven wheels, power driven
Dr. Stewart bred boars of each
reel, power driven sharpener. TM
of the inbred lines to half sister
tour-cycle Briggs C Stratton •npine
take. the latior out of lawn mowleq.
Duroc females. Then he compared the offspring in groups according to the line of their sire.
As checks; a group of purebred
!0; E. 4th St.
Fulton Durocs and a
crossbred group

produced by the use of Duroc,
Tamworth, and Poland boars on
succeeding generations of crossbred gilts were maintained. Durocs were chosen as the breed for
comparison and as animals in the
first year tests because they were
already on the college farm and
they are the most popular breed.
It is believed that if another
breed had
common American
been used the results would have
been about the same.
Here is what was found from
the tests:
1.• Pigs siied by the Minnesota
No. 1 boars gained an average of
1 pound per day more than the
lots of pigs with which they were
compared.
2. The
carcasses of the pigs
sired by boars of Minnesota No. 1
or the "A" line were superior to
those by boars of the other inbred lines or the purebfed Durocs.
3. Sows farrowed in litters sirTuesday, September 12, will be
ed by Minnesota No. 1 boars farFarm Bureau Day at the Home)'owed , 1.5 more pigs per litter
coming Kentucky State Fair of
and saved more than those in the
1950, so agreed 20 farm leaders
other lines.
respresenting
19
agricultural
The crossbred pigs sired
by
agencies and organizations from
Minnesota No. 1 boars were supCommuning with nature is a
erior on all three counts. They
grew faster in the feedlot, their pleasant pastime, but certain precarcasses were superior, and the cautions must be observed if it is
one as _well.
wwwW.saw gilts produced and saved more to be a healthful
pigs per litter. What this will be Many a hiker or camper has
worth to the hog raiser will de- learned to his sorrow to beware of
COLEMAN'S GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY OFFER
plant- poison I
pend on his ability to take advan- the three-leaved
tage of this potential superiority ivy- but is is much better-to learn
in performance. As hogs drop in from someone else's experience
price and as margins of profit rather than one's own. Poison ivy grows as a vine and
are narrowed the need becomes
greater for making use of every a small bush. Its foliage is dark
possible advantage. The use of green except in the fall when -it ,
certain,inbred lines in the breed- takes a redish tinge. It is the on- ,
AUTOMATIC GAS
ing program is one new advan- ly plant which always has three
tage that the breeder can utilize. leaves on each stem. However, if
Chronic Hummer
a person has any doubt as
to
Suggested Breeding Program
If
your
radio continually inStep I. Breed a Minnesota No. whether or not a particular plant
1 boar to whatever sow you may is poison ivy, it is better to play terrupts your favorite programs by humming-or squealsafe and leave it alone.
have.
While poison ivy is the most ing, Phone 401. Without exStep 2. Select from a breed
A SPECIAL BARGAIN OFFER
iecognized for rapid gains a boar common offender in this part of tra charge, we'll send a repair
to let you say goodbye to ashes,
to use on daughters of Step 1. the country, poison oak and poi- man, posthaste. Our man will
dirt, soot, fire-tending and a
occur in Ken- make necessary repairs quickThis could be Poland China, Du- son sumac also
poorly-heated home. By acting
roc, Spotted Poland, or Chester tucky. By learning to identify ly.
now you can save 15% and have
,
and
avoid
these plants, adults
White.
a fully automatic furnace-heated
and
children
may save themhome throughout next winter.
Step 3.,Breed the gilts producHonest Diagnosis.
i ed in Step 2 to a boar fratzn a selves much discomfort.
NEW COLEMAN SNALLOFLOW
Poisoning
results from contact
breed high in sow productivity,
-PROMPT ATTENTION-Floor Furnaces are easy and in'such as Yorkshire, Tamworth, or with the plant's sap. This _causes
PHONE 4-0-1
expensive to Install, comfortable
a skin condition which is charI Hampshire.
and healthful to live with. They
„
acterized
by
burning
and itch, Step 4. Follow Step. 3 with a
fit in the floor, need no pit or
GiAmmes M. Iteeho.,Sbelleilevy Femme
and ;
boar from another fast gaining ing, followed by a rash
excavation, no air ducts. They
swelling.
The
rash
may
develop
line or breed. This breed should
draw oold air off the Boor, warm
into
blisters
which,
in
turn,
may
; be different than the breed used
tt_clrculate R. over a 3 toi5 roocn
And Tire Company
become infected. Poisoning
bein Step 2.
tow
house and give you warm floors.
205
Commercial Ave.
comes
apparent
from
24
hours
to
Step 5. Go back to the MinnesComo la oriel het en •Tplaia Coleota No. I boar. Then repeat the seven days after contact, and
PA
DOWN
YMENT
I A WPM
Poem's BIN-Arch l.re.r aad offer,
four steps wllit succeeding genTO PAT
feafer•s for o befi•r-kaafed
erations of gilts.
lionwe 611 %resift mister!
Dr. Stewart recommends just
two litters to a sow. He also sug
gests that each boar sire just two
sets of pigs. In this way both the
sows and the boar will go out
at the same time. Older sows and
Fulton
Street
Walnut
boars are less efficient producers
in relation to their salvage value
than the younger animals. If a
.1,••

PUBLIC HEALTH
TOPICS

WILLIAMS HDWE

FARM
IS SEPTEMBER 11

i

15%0FF

FLOOR FURNACES

Fridayjtine 30, 1950-The Fulton Ness-Page 1/
throughout Kentucky today at for Panoners Dog with emphasis
the Farm Bureau State Fair Ad- on Ificesireamiarg Bur Kentuckians
visory Committee meeting at the from throughout else nation. For
Kentucky Farm Bureau Federat- example, Soma printed out, it
ion office building at Et. Mat- was suggested that a special
thews, Kentucky.
Homecoming aria be given to the
Kentucky Farm Bureau staff
county enstaibit that shall be judgmember John Koon, Louisville,
will head up the _committee to ed most appeahrig tor ericatiragconduct the activity on this spec- ing Kentnebitors to return to their
ial day set aside for farmers, the native state during 1950.
Bureau announced. Included in
Mr. and Mrs. David Crabtree
the activities on Farm
Bureau
Day, Koon stated, will be the and son visited Mr_ and Mrs. T_
judging of county exhibits, finals 0. Crabtree of Kenton Sunday.
for the Rural Gospel Quartet
Phone 4751W Job Printing
Contest,' and the drawing
for
valuable farm prizes plus the R.
E. A. Queen Contest and Tractor
Driving Contest. Again this year,
Koon stated, there will be a spec-See-ial program in the Horse Show
Pavilion for Kentucky farmers.
T. li. -Tour Cowden
The advisory cornmitte heard Phone
1597 Union City, Tenn.
plans for these special programs

111A LOANS

qtcular People
D -efer
ARISIAN
LAUNDRY-CLEANERS
GUIDE TO
GOOD GROOMING!
It isn't necessary to have expensive clothes. But is is essential to
keep suits, dresses, blouses free
from spots. Our spotters are experts in removing all spots, using
extreme care to protect the fabric

PHONE 14
FOR PICK UP

CITY ELECTRIC

$125

Line Flat Rate
Line Flat Rate
rate schedule:

e Message Rate

,e Message Rate

ual Line Execs..
a; Rate
)artment House
te Schedule:

a.MCIPOIO

GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY

•••••/•/

BUDGET OF

$6.00

3:::

FULTON COUNTY

VICE

Charge Per
;age in Excess
f Allowance
$.04
.03
.03 _

; of, one-sixth of
te service with[rig the rate for
base rate area.
no, the rate for
the number of

•way trunk line
able within the
inward service
lot furnished.

CE

•111,

aid Sunday toll
on calls within
.ased five cents
eases being five

Ind Sunday toll
calls within 58
from five cents

:ation calls will
person calls'an
11 be made; the

FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1951

The spider doesn't have to drag his dinner into the
web. Just one willing step insidt, and the unthinking fly is hopelessly trapped, a strand at a time.

Summary Analysis Of Appropriations
Estimated ExActual Espenclitures
penditures
Preceeding Year Current Year

Schedule 1
Purpose
General Government ____
Protection to Person & Property ___ .
Health & Sanitation
Hospitals, Charities and Corrections __
Libraries and other
Educational Activities
Debt Service Genial Fund
Miscellaneous, General
Fund For Transfer
71C. Insurance All County Bids.

Total General Funds
Highways
Road and Bridge Bond Debt Service ___
Special Funds
Transfers for Non Voted Bonds
Grand Totals

Will you walk
into my parlor?

Budget
•
Appropriations

14971
3212
2761
2320

15641
4355
3400
3055

18807
4200
8400
3420

2120

2840
179

3040
500

532

1233
565

14961
18995
9506
9000

15641
20005
10009
9000

2885
550
36802
18966
-19391
9686
9000
93,845

(Signed) Homer Roberts, County Judge
Budget
(Signed) James Amberg, County Attorney
Commissioners (Signed) B. P. Black, Commissioner
Approved as to form and Classification
Date-June 21, 1950.
' (Signed) D. M. Magill
State Local Finance Officer
Department of Revenue

That's how a nation gets trapped into a 'wildIstic form of government. Not all at once-but a
strand at a time-until all liberty is loot.
Here's how it happens. The government ofsuch
a country-in the guise of the people's welfarebegins to assume more and more control over that
nation's industries and services. Little by little, the
people turn their responsibilities over to their government-and, eventually, their liberties as wellAnd it can happen here. There are in America
people who want the government to have more
and more control over American life. "Let the government begin," they say, "by taking over the
doctors, the railroads, the newspapers, the electric
light and power companies.'
It's strange, but many of these people-late ens/
Americans-don't really want a socialistic U S A
But the result is the same. When governments, a
little at a time, controls enough things, yoo !rave
rocialist nation, whether you want id or oat. B...t
by then it is too late.
Remember the fly and the spider web. Tba
first step in is the most important!

KENTUCKY, UTILITIES COMMIT
Nommen/
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To Buy, Sell or Trade
New and used furniture

DR. J. W. TOSH
Eyesight Specialist

CLASSIFIED ADS

DARNELL'S
BOOKS WANTED: Stat4 histories, Civilairreligious books.
Tiptonville,
Raleigh

DESTROY TEHM/1ES. Free its.
price
Reasonable
spection.
McKinney, Mayfield,
Frank
Ky. P. .). Box 471, Phone
1309-J.

Veterinary Service

We will be glad to help you
prepare your ad at our office;
or mail it in with the money.
All classified ads are cash in
advance.

for Fulton anti adjacent counties,
at Evans Drug Company, phone
95.

Dr. E. B. Cherry,
hours
Registered Veterinarian;
9:30 a. m. to 5:30 p. m., or by appointment.

• For Sale

MAYTAG WASHERS, standard WELLS DRILLED: Pumps inand automatic models, $124.95
stalled. Parks Drilling Co. 304
and up. Sales and service.
Paschall Street. Martin HighBennett Electric, Phone 201,
way, Fulton, Ky. Phone 1383.
Fulton, Ky.
DOCTORS' BILLS paid the easy
way by hospitalization policy.
Used Spinets
Secured
Casualty Insurance
LIKE NEW
Company;
Gladys
Hyland,
Steinway, Knabe, Story &
agent. Box 315; Phone 1185.
Clark, Lest-Wurlitzer and
marp, others.
FOR RENT: Floor sander, edger
and polisher. Fulton Paint &
Priced from
Glass Company, 210 Church
$395
Street, Phone 909.
new
on
trade
in
taken
were
All
Baldwin Pianos.

Feezle Piano Sales

• Notices

Paducah, Ky. OFFICERS MEETING , tonight,
7:30 p. m. All members invited.
Loyal Order of
Moose, 212
SEE US FOR YOUR PHONOChurch Street, Fulton.
RECORDS: Latest
GRAPH
pop-tunes, hillbilly, classics, or
POLITICAL ANNOUNCEMENTS
45 RPM, etc. Standard or long
The NeWs :s authorized to announce
playing. Sport Center. 324 Wal- the candidacy of the following, subject to the action of the Tennessee
nut, Fulton, Ky.
l)ette,c a

622 Broadway

Oldsmobile
FOR SALE: 1935
coupe. Good motor, good brakes. Has been running every day.
Best cash offer drives it home.
Phone 470 or 1255.

tiePrimary to he
Thursday. August 3, 1930:

held

LAWN MOWERS and hand saws
modern way.
sharpened the
Hogg's Fish Market. 107 East
State Line.

tin

FOR U. S. REPRESENTATIVE
(Ninth Congressional District)
ROBERT A. (Fats) EVERETT

• Miscellaneous
• Services

...TC1111-

LICENSES ON
SALE IN JULY
Renewals 41 Motor Vriicle Operator's Liceisse for lO - 1951,
commonly referred to as ”operator's licenses", will be on sale at
the circuit court clerk's office in
each county dul-ing July, Paul
Boyd, Operator's License Section,
Department of Revenue, announced.
Boyd called attention to two
changes in the law.
important
Extension
Military
Kentucky
Permits become void on July 1,
1950. Operators' Permits from
the United States are good only
while operating official vehicles
in the course of service. Military
personnel must have a regular
Operator's
State Motor Vehicle
License the
same as a civilian,
operating any privately
when
owned vehicle on the highway.
On ar;c1 after July 1, the holder
of a Military Extension can surrender this and obtain an original
operator's license without an examination.
The other important change is
that no operator's license of any
type can be issued to anyone not
16 years of age. Licenses issued
for operating a 5 HP Motor ve1,
hicle or a motorcycle will
identified as such on the face 01
the license and cannot be used
for the
operation of a regular
automobile.
Applicants for any type
of
operator's license between 16 and
18 years of age must have
the
father or legal guardian sign That '
he assumes responsibility under I
the Operator's License Law, Boyd
said.

ATTENTION FARMERS
Your Farm Bureau Insurance of
Mrs. Dawes Johnson and daugh
fice offers at a saving to you— I ter, Betty Ann of Detroit were
all kinds of insurance to cover , Wednesday
guests of Mr. and
needs of farm people—Auto, Mrs. D. A. Rogers on Pearl Street.
Life, Polio, .Fire, Blue Cross,
-Farmers Comprehensive. See
your agent today. H. J. French,
5.00 PER WEEK
Phone 2506,
Clinton Street, 1
Hickman, Kentucky.

COMPLETE GLASS SERVICE:
table tops, windows, structural,
plate, mirrors, glass shelves.
Auto glass installed while you
wait. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Fulton Paint & Glass Co.; 210 WANTED to work: man, 21 to 30.1
Apply in person to Ray's SandChurch Street, phone 909.
wich Shop.

I

Phone 1395

108 Paschall St.

Fulton
206 Main St.
(Across from Bennett
Drug Store)

BUY—SELL—L1RE—RENT
with an economical classified
ad in this column, read each
week throughout the Fulton
trade area. No other method
reaches so many for so little.
First Insertion 3c per word
(minimum, 50c)
/
2e
Each Succeeding Insertion 11
per word.

WANTED

Earle Hotel
Phone 55

204 Plain

Billy C. Fry
Jeweler

FOR REAL VALUES
,FOLLOW UP OUR

Watch and clock rep.ring
Prompt.service
All work guaranteed
Phone 455
113 Washington Street
Across from the telephone office

RED MARK

BARGAINS IN real estate. I have
plenty of nice homes for sale
in town, and a good selection of
farms M all times. Charles W.
Burrow.

DEATHS
J. POYNER DeMYER
Funeral services for J. Poyner
Friday
DeMyer, 61, who didd
morning at Haws Hospital, were
Funeral
Whitnel
held at the
Chapel Sunday at 3 p. m. with
Rev. Perry. L. Stone, pastor of the
First Christian Church in charg
and Rev. L. E. Shaffer, pastor
the Cayce Methodist Church assisting. .Burial was in FairvieN
cenietery under the directionthe Whitnel Funeral Horne.
Mr. DeMyer had been in ill
health for over a year, following
infection from a spider bite. .
Mr. DeMyer was born in Fulton, October 20, 1E88, the son of
the late Millard F. and Roberta
Roper DeMyer. He professed
a
faith early in life and was
good Christian citizen. He was
a leader in the civic affairs of
Fulton, during his long residence
here. He was a charter member
of the Fulton Rotary Club and
served on the Board of Education.
He was interested in anything for
the betterment of the town. His
pleasant manner and keen sense
of humor made him popular with
all. .
He was owner of the DeMyer
Jewelry Store for a number of
years, but in 1945, he sold his
interest in town and moved
to
his farm, located west of Cayce.

are invited to come and enjoy the Conductor.
In t,eh afternoon we will viigt
day. The first visit will be in the
Billy McColJamie teh homeso f the
home of Mr,, and Mrs.
Wade; the escond ifilhe home of lum's the Parke Wheeler's and
Mrs. W. C. Sowell. From there the Claude Middleton's.
the group will go to the Sylvan
Miss Vencie Lovelady, Home
Shade Community Center where
the
the
Montgomery and
Sylvan Furnishing Specialist from
Shade
homemaker clubs
will Univeristy of Kentucky will be
see that cold drinks are available. on the tour.
Every person will bring a sack
lunch.Mr. and Mrs. Jack Noah
of
At the noon hour a short in- Dyersburg, Tenn., and Mrs. Ivie
ternational program will be given McCarthy of Hot Springs, Ark.,
JOHN.A. JACKSON
A. under the direction of Mrs. Wil- were Sunday guests of Mr. and
Funeral services for John
of son Hepler,
jacks" prOminent fanner
County Progarm Mrs. Moore Joyner Sunday.
many years,
Water ..V1illeY tic,)r
night at the
who died Friday.,
honie Of his son, Chester E. Jackwere
held at
son in Pryoisburg,
MARK THE DATE! DON'T MISS HIM!
Valley
Methodist
Pleasant
Water
_Kelley
with
Church near
Rev. A. G. Childers officiating
and Jackson Brothers in charge
of arrangements.
He leaves a son, Chester
E.
Jackson of PrYorsburg, a sister,
Mrs. Luther
Pickens of Wingo
and several nieces and nephews.
He farmed extensively.
He lettees his wife, Lucile Scott
DeMyer,-one son Edward Scott
DeMyerp two grandchildren, Jimmy Scat and Shelia Kay, two
brothers, Sam DeMyer of NashDeMyer of St.
ville and Irvin
Louis, a niece and a nephew.
Active pallbearers were: Henry
Sanger, Ardell Simpson, Ray
Graham, Gilbert DeMyer, Bob
I3inford and Clyde Williams, Sr.

Home Furnishing Tour
Planned For July 13th
County
On July 13th Fulton
homemakers will visit five homes
to see refinished furniture, lamp
shades, pictures, window treatments, and hooked rugs.
The tour will begin at 9:45 a.
m. at the intersection of highway I
West I
51' and the Middleroad in
Fulton. Homemakers and viistors

^

SEED
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE, we have added

TWO MORE NEW SEED CLEANERS
... to our battery of seed cleaning equipment
thus assuring you of FASTER SERVICE with
the same CAREFUL ATTENTION as always.
* We have special screens for fescue cleaning
* WE CLEAN ALL KINDS OF SEEDS, such
spKy 31 Fescue, Ladino clover, White, Red
and Crimson clovers, Alsike and other field
seeds.
* WE HAVE BUILT OUR BUSINESS AS A
RESULT OF "SATISFIED CUSTOMERS".
Bring your seed to our plant - - - the OLD
RELIABLE through the years.
JOHNNY PRICE

*See us before you buy!
"OUR PRICE IS RIGHT"....
CORN - BEANS - GRASSES - FERTILIZER

PUBLIC
SALE
To Be Held

FRIDAY, JULY 7,1950

CHILDREN'S

Complete furniture of five room
house consisting of:
+ Almost new Frigidaire.
+ New Gas Range.
+ Slightly

Used Washing

Machine.
+ Bedroom Suite.

10c VALUE

Ice Trays

69c

PLASTIC FREEZE
FASTER CHILL FASTER

ICE TEA
SPOONS
CANNON BATH TOWELS
PLASTIC

2

50c Value! Size 30 x 36
Inches; First Quality!

TABLE
MATS

OR

5c

arias W. Burrow.

HYBRID SEED CORN: Edward J. Funk and Sons, Funk's G
and Broadbent hybrids.

•••27C

PLASTIC

SP A

Authorized dealers for

We Sell

SURGE MILKERS

HANNA'S PAINTS

Installed and in operation
in three hours,

See us for your farm and
home needs. Good stocks.

including

11 x 161
/
2-in.
Assrp. COLORS

NAPKIN

THE EZEE-FLOW LIME & FERTILIZER SPREADER is the
best we ever have seen. It is GUARANTEED to spread ANY
kind, ANY amount, in ANY condition. Phone 651 for A FREE
DEMONSTRATION ON YOUR FARM, NOW!

All Kinds Of
LIVESTOCK AND POULTRY FEEDS

29C

2 for 25

,30
8s
O EODU
.NT

SEMI - SOLID "E"
Emulsion for chickens
KAFF-A
For starting and growing calves
SEMI - SOLID EMULSION
For growing and finishing pigs
CUSTOM GRINDING AND MIXING
We can sweeten it with molasses.

15c VALUE

E. L. SANFORD,Owner'

New Shipment J st Arrived

EARLY SEED CORN for late planting
98e VALUE

4- Breakfast Set.

Other Items Too Numerous To
Mention.

TRYCO CROP SPRAYER
We have All Kinds of :pray Chemicals

DISH'

5c VALUE,

Beginning at 1 P. M. 3/
1
2 Miles
Northwest of Martin and 1!"z
Miles West of Highway 45.

We are authorized agents for the

25e VALUE

SIZES 2 6

WE HAVE YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

It will pay you from time to time to look for
our Rea!-Marked Specials fe'r Extra Values!

BALDRIDGE'S

A uctioneer.
LAKE
ST.

10 25c Store

FULTON,
KY.

BASEBALL'S
OUTSTANDING

We Want To
TRICK ARTIST
Clean Your

SPECIALS

Panties
10c
Cloths 6f0 25c

JOHNNY
PRICE

We have a good supply of Barb Wire, Wire
Fencing, Metal Roofing and Square - Butt
and Hexagon Asphalt S4ingles.

win Be Jit
FULTON
-- FAIRFIELD PARK -ONE NIGHT ONLY
MONDAY
JULY
BEFORE THE

MAYFIELD -- FULTON
BASE BALL GAME
JOHNNY PRICE will be on the field at 7:30
p. m. for a half-hour of hilarious stunts and
"impossible" tricks on the playing field. Don't
miss this nationally-acclaimed trick artist..
—NO ADVANCE IN PRICES—

BIG JULY 4TH DOUBittEADER
MAYFIELD — vs. — FULTON

A. C. BUTTS & SONS

Afternoon game: 2:15 p. n.

Groceries --- Feeds --- Seeds
Phones 602 -- 603

Night game: 7:15 p. m.
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